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The selection of Naval Officers for promotion is the final step in
an evaluative technique perfected prior to World War II. The costs and
complexities of today's weapons systems coupled with the constant threat
that the products of our selection process may be given the "acid test"
in nuclear war, places a burden, heretofore unknown upon the system. Evalu-
ation (military, business, or personal) is a faltering science, crippled by
limited qualitative measures and varying criteria, that inhibit standard-
ization or infallibility.
Publications, both in military and business areas, abound with
criticism of current evaluative techniques, proposals for new wonder cures,
sad laments that the situation is bad but nothing can be done to improve
it. The writer does not feel that the picture is either as bright or as
dark as it has been painted. In this age of electronic computers and their
capabilities in the field of integrated data processing — it would seem
that a cybernetic approach to the problem of officer selection might al-
leviate the difficulties of evaluation somewhat. The writer would propose
cybernation not so much as a cure but as a prophalaxis to the inherent
difficulties of executive evaluation. More specifically this thesis will
be concerned with the identification of those problem areas in the selection
of Naval Officers for promotion that cybernation may be helpful in solving.
The writer has used historical researdh methodology to identify the
problem areas of naval officer selection and to determine the capabilities

of electronic computers, which for the purposes of this paper, constitute
cybernation. The research used as a point of departure a survey of the
literature in the field of executive appraisal to establish a broad base
for considering the Navy's system of executive appraisal. The chapter on
executive evaluation was not conceived in terms of an exhaustive study in
the area — it is more a survey of what management appraisal entails and a
presentation of general thought currents in the field. It is provided to
give scope to the study of the Navy evaluation system by acquainting the
reader with the milieu from which it springs. The research then moved into
the specific field of selection and related areas through a survey of perti-
nent theses and official U. S. Department of the Navy Publications and a
survey of pertinent articles appearing in The United States Naval Institute
Proceedings , a semi official organ of opinion for the U. S. Navy. Research
on applicable facets of the electronic computer was done in basic texts on
the subject, and manufacturers publications.

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND — HISTORY - MECHANICS - PURPOSE
History of Selection Process
Selection is the policy framework within which the leadership of
the U. S. Navy is determined. The future of the Navy is directly tied to
the degree of accuracy with which the selection process functions. Officer
programming is a continuous spectrum, each facet — procurement, training,
assignment, promotion, attrition and retirement — directly affected by the
selection process.
Selection by definition connotes a choice between alternates, a
problem first experienced by Adam, The first personnel selection device
was probably a club and the criteria — the survival of the fittest — with
major emphasis on survival. As the personal quality of selection has dimin-
ished the complexity of the process has increased. Ironically, many of the
complexities of present day executive evaluation are a direct result of
trying to maintain a personal touch in a program that is too complex for
intimate knowledge of those who must be evaluated.
History
There was no official U. S, Navy during the Revolutionary War,
Ships sailing under the U. S. flag were privateers cojamissioned to service.
The Navy was commissioned as an official branch of the United States Armed
Forces in 1796, At that time selection for leadership was effected on a

basis of political and personal favoritism.* 'fhe first recipients of such
favors failed so spectacularly that it was immediately apparent to the Navy
CosBEissloners that thia was no way to officer a navy.*
The forefathers of the Navy in an effort to equalize opportunity
settled upon seniority as a basis for selection.-* Such a system is easily
administered and inherently fair to the inferior officer; however it negates
superiority and equalises opportunity to all on a basis of longevity. This
is a selection process closely kin to selection on the primitive level —
"survival of the fittest" — not in terns of ability but in staying power.
Flag rank did not denote superiority but a strong liver. Admiral William
S. Sims has stated that during this period of naval history, promotion
was assured by keeping ones digestion in order and refraining from striking
superior officers.^*
With only minor modifications seniority determined succession in
the Havy until 1</I6. While this system is certainly not discriminatory,
it has serious shortcomings. It neither recognizes superior performance
nor penalizes ineptitude, and it causes stagnation at lower ranks followed
by rapid rise in rank during the twilight years of the officers careers.
^
An indication of the seriousness of this latter shortcoming may be seen in
* ' *-" —"-—> —
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**da. "William S. Sims, U.3.K. "Promotion by Selection," Unitea
States Naval Institute Proceeding
. (June 1934), p. 769.
^Wheeler and Kinney, op. cit .. p. 638.

the promotion patterns between 1880 and 1900. During this period it was
unusual for an officer to rise above the grade of Lieutenant" with less
than 25 years of service; however, the average time served by officers in
flag rank (Coronodore and Rear Admiral) prior to death or incapacitation
was 1.3 years.'
Mnor modification to the seniority principle of selection was
accomplished by the Naval Personnel Act of 1899 in that it provided for
a Selection Board to designate a certain number of senior officers for
retirement. Since selection was on a basis of unfitness, the stigma made
the act very unpopular. It was repealed in 1915.
The first selection system based on merit was instituted in 1916
by the Naval Personnel Act of that year. It provided for selection to the
grade Commander10 and above on the basis of those officers "best fitted"
to serve in those grades. In 1934, the provisions of this act were extended
to cover selection to the grades of Lieutenant Commander and Lieutenant.
Unfortunately the criteria for promotion of the "best fitted" seems to have
been the amount of experience, which in the final analysis is only another
facet of seniority. The attrition rate among junior officers was so high
that the act was amended further in 1938 to allow selection of the "fitted r '
"See Appendix I for grade structure of United States Navy.
'Wheeler and Kinney, op. cit ., p. 6A3.
8Ibid., p. 639.
9Ibid., p. 639.
See Appendix I for Navy Grade Structure.

as veil as the "best fitted."11 This change had not been in effect long
enough for evaluation before the advent of World War II.
During the war years , 1941-1946 promotion was done on a time in
grade basis to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding service — the
needs of the service dictating the time in grade.
The basis for the promotion system now in effect is the Officer
Personnel act of 1947 which codified the entire selection process leaving
little to chance. This act has been liberally amended — in fact hearings
on further amendments are currently taking place, as a result of the Bolte
Committee recommendations.12 In spite of all amendments the mechanics of
the law are essentially unchanged and call for selection on a basis of
merit tempered by experience as signified by time in grade.
Mechanics of the Selection System — 1964
*!"he organisational structure of the Navy is pyramidal in form —
the most common organisational structure. There are fewer numbers of
officers in succeedingly higher grade levels until the highest ranking
officer is reached — the Chief of Naval Operations. The selection process
determines: (1) the distribution of officers among the various grades or
hierarchical levels of the pyramid, (2) the speed at which officers move
between grade levels, and (3) promotion and/or attrition between grades to
1
1
:neeler and Kinney, op. cit .. p. 639.
12Letter of Peputy Secretary of Defense Roswell Gilpatric to
Honorable John A. KcCormack, Speaker of the House of Representatives dated
March 9, 1963. (To amend Title 10, U. $. Code.) Bolte Committee Legisla-
tion.

insure a smaller number of officers in each succeedingly higher grade level.
'
Cf the three factors of the selection process listed above, only
the third factor, pro-notion and attrition, is immediately controlled by
the Navy. Histribution both as to grade percentages of total officer
strength and absolute ceilings on individual grade levels are essentially
fixed by law.-"* Similarly the rate of flow between grades is essentially
determined by law.™ sq^ leeway is permitted the Secretary of the Navy in
determining the two factors listed above, but this digression is in the
direction of more stringent requirements only. °
Certain minimum procedural requirements are set forth in law to
govern promotion of officers; however, Congress has passed no laws that
in effect dictate who is to be selected or on what basis — these are
strictly Navy problems. ' The decision as to the identity of officers to
be selected or to fail of selection has been left to the discretion of the
service acting through its agent, the Selection Board.
15Ray C. Nedhara, Rear Admiral, U.S.N. "Officer Evaluation and
Promotion," United States Naval Institute Proceedings
,
(March I960), p. 64.
V<lheeler and Kinney, op. cit , t p. 638.
^Title 10 U. S. Code — Articles 5442 and 5447.
^Title 10 U. S. Code — Article 5768.
^•"The Secretary of the Navy may prescribe the promotion zone in
accordance with the limits imposed by Article 5442 and 5768 of Title 10
U. S. Code.
^Congress provides by law, Title 10 U. S. Code, Article 5701,
the rank structure of the Selection Board, rules for convening, the oath
taken by Selection Boards and the minimum length of time the Board must
sit in deliberation.

The Selection Board is comprised of nine officers appointed by the
Secretary of the Navy; its purpose is to select for promotion those officers
best fitted to serve in the next higher grade within the numbers allowed
by law. The members of the board are senior to and have specialty back-
grounds roughly in proportion to those under consideration. To a major
degree, members are stationed in the Washington, D, C. area and all are
"due course" officers, having neither failed of selection nor achieved
promotion ahead of their time. These nine men are judge and jury to act
on the evidence presented in the fitness reports of those who stand before
judgment
,
The file of Fitness Reports (Officer Evaluation Reports) comprises
the historical record of performance and personality traits upon which an
officer is judged for promotion. The Reporting Senior must, at least
annually, submit an evaluation form on each officer of his command, A
short descriptive paragraph may be included also to indicate specific
accomplishments
•
The Secretary of the Navy either in the Precept establishing the
board or in separate correspondence usually gives guidelines to the Board
regarding selection criteria. These guidelines are binding to the extent
that the Secretary of the Navy approves the action of the board. Through
briefings, the Chief of Naval Personnel also makes certain recommendations
to the Board. The Board may proceed in any manner it desires as these
instructions are not technically binding. (To completely ignore the Chief
of Naval Personnel is somewhat unlikely, however. ) The criteria to be used
in each selection process is set by the Board involved — however, the
latitude of action is restricted by the necessity of basing selection on

Fitness Reports. After all records have been studied, one of the reviewers
presents each officer's case to the whole Board. It is at this time that
the vote is cast for or against selection. Six of the nine votes are required
for selection.*®
Objectives of the Selection Process
there is no argument but that a selection process is a necessary
part of any organisation. Without promotion and attrition personnel would
move neither up, down, nor out. However, there is more to selection than
merely to guard against stagnation. Admiral Needham states that, "The
object of any promotion system is to assure superior leadership."^
The basic stated objective of the Selection Process is to fill the
needs of the service with the best fitted officers in relation to the organ-
isational structure and the rate of flow set by law. w
Distribution is a constant factor reflecting the organizational
structure. The flow rate is a constant determined in terms of the amount
of experience and physical qualifications deemed necessary for promotion
^^The information on the format of fitness reports and the action
of selection boards is a compilation of facts gathered from interviews
with the Head of the Fitness Report Section and the Assistant Head of the
Promotion Section of the Bureau of Navtl Personnel} information appearing
in articles by Vice Admiral Fitahugh Lee, B.I . ., "Selection for Pro-
motion," U. S. Department of the Navy, Line Officer Personnel Newsletter.
(fcarch 1963), p. 3; Ca.pt. Worth Scanland, "Standby . . . Vote," United
States hiaval Institute "roceedings* (June 19&3), pp. i»0-A7.
^Needham, op. cit .. p. 64.
°"The key phrase in nvitry precept is that the board shall select
1 those officers best fitted to serve in the Navy in the grade of .*"
L«e, pp. cit .
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and the amount of individual advancement needed to prevent stagnation.2 -^-
Although the flow rate provides for some deep selection, selection boards
exercise this option limitedly below flag rank. In other words a man is
rarely selected before serving his time in grade even though he may have
exceptional ability. There is still considerable reluctance, at least
below flag rank to forget seniority. The question arises as to whether
this is, in fact, a misguided attempt to be :,fair" to all by rarely singling
out anyone for special attention; or, if it is an equally misguided attempt
to equate experience with ability — two factors which may be related but
do not necessarily co-exist. It is evident that although the stated aim is
to secure the best fitted for leadership; the "best fitted" has little
chance of selection unless he has served a specified number of years. This
is not too far removed from the selection precepts of the 19th century.
In truth it is not so much that the Navy is reluctant to recognize
merit as it is r,h-vt the Navy lacks the proper tools to identify merit and
act accordingly. As a consequence selection is not so much promotion of the
"best fitted" as it is attrition of the least fitted. The ilavy is not
alone in lacking tools to measure executive quality as may be seen in the
consideration of the problems of executive evaluation in a later chapter.
However, the Navy certainly increases its problem of executive evaluation by
its continuing lip service to universal excellence in its officer corps.
Even attrition takes place under the flag of prevailing excellence. No one







A quick look at the Navy's officer performance rating oystera compared
to the familiar grade level of school children shows considerable reluctance
to admit anyone is inferior.
Performance
Very Good -





Out- **££ Superior Excellent ^ Marginal ^^
standing factory
f B D F-
The comparison of leadership rating raises two questions; (1) How
can the Navy find so many superior officers that the average man can be
considered excellent? or; (2) Why is the Navy staffed by such inferior
officers that we have to cover it up by calling failure marginal? Obviously
neither question represents the truth of the situation — the Navy is cer-
tainly not staffed by inferior men — nor is it staffed by supermen. If,
indeed, everyone is so excellent why the stigma attached to the pass-over?
Vihile one pass-over is not the end of a career, few "excellent" officers
are promoted after receiving one.
It appears that promotion is still basically a matter of time in
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grade as opposed to attrition which is decided upon a basis of merit.
If the prime objective is to find the best fitted for the needs
of the service — the problem is being approached from the back side if
more emphasis is placed on experience than on ability.
In satisfying the needs of the service, emphasis on experience is
usually a by-product of organizational rigidity where as emphasis on ability
is apt to inspire organized productivity.

CHAPTER II
EXECUTIVE EVALUATION — A SHADOW' AREA
IK WHICH PROBLEMS ARE INHERENT
The gears which move the organization are oiled by personnel evalu-
ation. The basic job of a rating system is to keep an organization dynamic.
A system that evaluates poorly clogs the action with the sticky gum of in-
efficiency. Moreover a rating system that is predicated upon an evaluator
who puts his opinion down in black and white and stands responsible for its
veracity is more apt to keep the gears moving freely, "Nearly every action
affecting people is based in part on judgments about them conscious or
unconscious. In my experience, intuitive, unexpressed judgments are much




The success of an appraisal system can be determined at two levels
— it should strive to supply accurate information which helps to fill
organizational vacancies. It should also provide a performance standard
by which the employee can evaluate his own contribution to the organization.
J. A. Patton claims that M . . . executives more than other employees benefit
^Harold Mayfield, "In Defense of Performance Appraisal," Harvard
Business Review (March-April I960), p. 8*:.
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ufrom performance standards and need to hare their own performance rated."2
Not only can a man perform better when he knows how he is expected to act
— he will give more allegiance to a company that is not afraid to stand
behind its standards.
Unfortunately there is no fool proof method of executive appraiaa .
The proportion of management literature devoted to this subject demonstrate*
both the difficulties of appraisal and its importance to the organization.
It is unusual to pick up an edition of a professional publication such as
Harvard Business Review that does not contain an article on executive
appraisal or a related area of executive development. The United States
flaval Institute r-Toceedingg — a publication designed "for the advancement
of professional, literary and scientific knowledge in the Navy," has explored
the problems of officer evaluation repeatedly .3 Appraisal is obviously an
area of interest for military and profit oriented organisations. Executive
appraisal appears to be an area of general confusion for two very important
reasons; (1) ambiguity as to what an executive in and what he does and (2)
diversity of opinion on what constitutes nerit and how it can be measured.
2John A. Patton. HThe Six Enemies of Executive Output," Sun's
Review and Modern Industry . (March 1963
)
t p. 47.
^Cdr. Roy C. Smith, 9,8.8. "Personnel and Promotion Reduced to its
Simplest Terms," United States Waval Institute Proceedings, (July 1906),
p. 801.
Capt. J. K. Taussig, U.o.N. "A Study of our Promotion and Graded
Retirement iaws," United states Naval Institute Proceedings , (April, 1924),
p. 50.
Ada. William 8. Sims, op. cit .
The articles cited are a random sample.
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The difficulty of defining leadership or executive quality, was well
expressed by the Ohio Symposium on Leadership. After ten years of study,
the following statement was made.
"We hear on many sides the call for more effective
leadership. Training and research programs were developed
during the last war to improve the quality of military leader-
ship, have continued and expanded. ... In International
affairs as well as here at home, the demand for leadership
of a high caliber has b©t.n frequently expressed. ... A
good many of these statements appear to take the point of
view that the answers about leadership are known, that we
know what a good leader should do, what is expected of them,
how they should change to meet the demands of new situations,
and so on. Most of us in the social sciences however, are
painfully aware of how little we do know about leadership, in
a documented way."^
The inability to define leadership inhibits the development of
direct means for measuring or appraising it. Indirect measurement there-
fore becomes the only present means of coming to grips with the problem.
The physical scientist has used the indirect method successfully. He
proves the flow of electricity in a circuit not by seeing the electrons
move, but by viewing the result of the flow, the illumination of a light
bulb, the deflection of a needle.
Not only is executive appraisal approached indirectly, but it is
also faced immediately with a decision as to whether evaluation of person-
ality, performance, or both will be most fruitful in identifying merit. The
social scientist's problem is made exceedingly complex by the dynamic, changing
nature of the subject studied — man. The social scientist does not have
the luxury of studying leadership under laboratory conditions — he cannot
*Sllis I. oeott, Status Expectations and Organizational Behavior ,




study a single facet while keeping other fucets constant. 5 for this reason,
empirically derived dita oftsn can be explained only by subjective inter-
pretation of the other factors which xay influence the study. With the
subjective approach we open the door to error — "Any proposition bottomed
on human judgment is subject to error. "^
Evaluation, on any basis, raises certain questions for soanagement.
1. Is the standard by which the evaluator functions constant and
suited to all the needs of the firs for whom he judges?
2. Are criteria valid — do they measure what they purport to
measure?
3. Is the system suitable for all ratees under all conditions?
The degree to which evaluation is made on a subjective basis increases the
chance of arriving at totally invalid judgments. However since no objective
measures are at hand and since the organisation is somewhat dependent upon
evaluation of some sort — management must try to arrive at a subjective
evaluation systera that can answer some of these questions favorably.
Tt would be a rare appraisal system that could answer affirmatively
to all the questions raised. Where could any firm in this modern era of
varied backgrounds hope to find an evaluating team with identical person-
alities and environmental and aoral backgrounds, that could be depended
upon to render identical evaluations of varied personnel that would be
5Theodore Haiman, Professional Management — Theory ®,nd Practice
.
(Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1962), p. 17.
6 illard I. Bennett, Kanager Selection. Education and Training .
(!!ew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1959), pp. 191-92.
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consistently to the advantage of the fi It ia a r&ru nan indeed whow>
analysis of the world around hia is not colored to a certain extent by the
weather, his physical condition, climate of hie job and othor such factors
that may well vary from day to day.
Management, considering the second question — does criteria measure
what it proposes to measure — is f*ced with the fact that precise measure-
ment, quantitative or qualitative, is impossible when that which ia measured
is intangible. Nor can management avoid a subjective approach by measuring
performance as opocsed to personality. Granted, tnat a greater degree of
objectivity may be reached in judging performance but in the final analysis
it is upon a subjective basis that the decision is made whether the job
was done well or indifferently, slowly or with dispatch. Even where such
quantitative sureties as "did the salesman meet his quota" are relied
upon — someone had to subjectively set a quota.' Management approaches
the problem of executive appraisal with subjective criteria used, not so
much as a sword of truth, but as a last straw.
Within the field of subjective criteria there are those which apply
tc performance and those which apply to personality. The trend in manage-
ment today is to consider evaluation of performance more significant than
'Henry H, Albers. Or^ani^ed Executive Action — Pecislon-Maklng




evaluation of personality.^ In* biggest problem of determining the validity
of subjective criteria in reference to personality is in determining which
personality traits are sufficiently significant to marit inclusion on an
appraisal sheet. 6ucees fui executives do not ©van share siadiar back-
grounds mich less »iiidlar personalities. ' All tntcreating stuoy took 2U
recognised leadership criteria (personality traits) and in the light of
these c-:;npj.ryd thb three ffcMHtl leaders ftapoleon, Frederick II of Prussia
and Robert r . Le-. Under consideration were:
Adaptability Earnestness aindness
Calianess r<thusiae» iteliability
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g0,,In effect, this means ttn the soundest basis for judging an
individuals ability to handle a higher job, is how weH he is dealing
with similar problems in his present job." Cdr. Arch Patton, 8.S.B.,
"How to Appraise Executive Performance," Harvard Business Eeview, (Jan-
uary-February, I960), p. 6h.
".
. . it is a sound practice to go upon the theory that the
best indicator of what a person is going to do is whet that person has
done." Robb . -nsboreugh, "Seed for Evaluating Employees," Harvard
Business Review
.
(Juno, 1955), - 5.
"The various definitions of leadership sees to indicate that
leadership means getting the job done effectively in a specific situation,
rather than a suaasation of a number of character traits. n Cdr. Alvin .
Dallin, U.3.N., "Effectiveness? The Basic Criterion," United States ftaval
Institute Proceedings , April, I960, p. 76.
^Of one hundred executives compared the only historic relationship
was that they exceeded the average pay for their age group within two years
after joining the conpany. Kelvin Anshen, "Price Tags for Business Policies,"
Harvard Business Eeview , (January-February, i960), p. 63.
10Fdrrund I, Gibson, "Leaders and Leadership," United States Naval
Institute? Proceedings. (March, 1954), p. 301.
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ber ccwnpleting the tabulation the researcher found that these
three men enjoyed only three personality traits in coas&on — adaptability,
courage and earnestness.^ This does not indicate that all other factors
are not significant personality traits of a leader — but that one cannot
predict specific traits in all leaders with any degree of success.
Among those who follo*^ the "personality" cult of executive appraisal
we find that leadership may be confused with gentlemanliness or just being
an all round good fellow.*2 "Unfortunately, the executive characteristics
appraised in development programs — leadership, initiative, dependability,
judgment, getting along with people, ambition and so on — uo not necessarily
measure a wan»s effectiveness on the job."-^
In addition to the problem of determining what personality traits
should be judged — anagement committed to personality appraisal is func-
tioning in an area where the subjective approach is weakest, specifically
because it is subjective. Backgrounds, vocabulary and standards vary too
i
^Gibson, op. cit ., pp t 301-06.
^"Modern doctrine has confounded the characteristics and qualifica-
tions essential to an outstanding (or even a reasonably good) military
leader with those which make a man a gentleman or a nice fellow to know."
Cibson, op. cit .» pp. 3 : 1-C9
"Furthermore, in the search to recruit promising young executives
for business positions, business leaders instinctively lock for people who
are less contemplative, who care less for books, music and art, than for
conversation, parties and other familiar forms of sociability. In short,
being a "regular fellow" far outweighs, in the eyes of many men, the im-
portance of growth as a mature, reflective individual." Reprint of letter
from John Brigante, "From the Thoughtful Business Kan: letters," Harvard
TJusiness Heview, (March-April, 1956), p. 164.
^Anshcn, op. cit ., p. 64.
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widely for evaluation teras to translate with accuracy.^ Moreover — the
evaluation of personality falls somewhat within the special confine of
Psychology and Psychiatry. P'en in these fields study years to say with
authority that it is difficult to analyze personality with any predictable
degree of accuracy. Man is adept at posing and covering up. i'hus >! . . .
it is one thing for an executive to react to another personality when
siting him up. 1 We do that every day. But it is quite another thing for
* manager to delve into the personality of a subordinate in an appraisal
that goes into the records and affects his career. The latter amounts to
quackery —- to a pretension of training or knowledge, which is not in fact
possessed."1
"
The historical approach to executive appraisal has had definite
"psychological overtcnes. !?1° Appraisal which is personality oriented is
a more accurate measure of what is thought of a man than it is of the
degree of efficiency with which he functions.1 ' As stated earlier the
Management trend is away from personality appraisal.
The emphasis which management presently puts on performance appraisal
do<*s not mean that personality appraisal is never useful. There are times
when personality factors color performance appraisal. Performance judged
below potential is based upon the personality factor of evaluating a r«an*s
fibers, op. clt ., p. 3-2, 335.
^iva F. Kindall and James Gatsa, "Positive Program for Perfor-
mance Appraisal," Harvard -uainess Review. (November-December, 1963 )»
p. 15A.




potential. This may be judged in part on past performance but it is inter-
laced with an unknown quantity of will and incentive. Good leaders are
often renowned as "a good Judge of people. !:i8 ;>uch leaders have a reputa-
tion for accuracy in intuitive evaluation (which tends to be a subtle blend
of past performance appraisal and personal reaction) effected through some
radar like perception of quality.
However, despite the fact that soaae men can and do appraise
accurately without reference to a formal rating system, the increasing
complexity of modern society prohibits such evaluation because it is
predicted on face to face contact. Increasingly those appraised have
never been seen by the appraiser — neither man may be known by the final
decision shakers. The best criteria for dealing subjectively with an
unknown performer is the raan's performance. With this point in mind let
us consider the third question raised about evaluating systems. Is the
system suitable for all ratees under all conditions? The obvious answer
is that performance rating is more pertinent than personality rating.
The executive in pure research doesn't med the pleasing personality that
a personnel executive will. However, study shows that performance ratings
may not be universally applicable either — obviously to grade performance
which doesn't exist is "to do efficiently that which shouldn't have been
^%or example Frederick II, N'apolean, Lee, Grant.
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done at all. ^9
The neetss of the organization and the functions necessary to satisfy
these needs villi vary from company to company and tfm department to
partraent. However, while applicability cannot be a random attribute it is
achievable if those who use performance rating take the tine and trouble
tc fit the fona to that which it is to measure.
The linal step in any evaluation pptgrta is the act oi moving
people, up, down or out. This rceans promotion, uismissai, or treading
water. The decision although deeply involved with people isuet be deter-
mined not in terns of feelings but in relation to stated ne^ds of the
corporate body. The following quotation points to the difficulties in-
volved.
"Any promotional system, however well designed will have
soss weaknesses. *vny preposition bottomed or frusan judgment is
subject to error. Mistakes will be made. Then too, people change.
No people-centered undertaking is ever ststfe. Character changes,
attitudes fluctuate, motivations shift. Ken once ambitious and
*9peter Drucker, "Managing for Business Effectiveness," Harvard
Business fieview (May-June, 1963), p. 154.
n executives performance can only be appraised in those areas
in which he has an opportunity to work. This fact seems obvious yet the
majority of performance methods make little or no provisions for the wide
range of difference in the work of different executives. The same per-
formance rating form or procedures apply to ail rsen. This can lead to
frustration or the pert of the conscientious rater and to an over-all
decrease in the effectiveness of an appraisal program. At best, many of
Use ratings that are made are sin-ply meaningless because the position of
the executive does not call for the performance that is to be rated."
John K. Hemphill, "Executive Job Descriptions," Harvard business Keview ,
( Septembe r-Oatobe r , 1959 )
•

pttMA go soui'. All of which tunt what the procsas of mIm&Umh
must contain an element of feedback. Those responsible for promo-
tional decision making HBtt continually audit and assess their b
work. A final promotion cannot be made and forgotten; it iraist be
followed up. Psrlotftc trait and performance uvalu&tions supply the
running feedback needed to control the promotional process. These
evaluations; MJ in time reveal a promotion to have been a gPMa &#>
take or that tbo individual has begun to coast or regress, despite
cl&ssroou. education or on-the-job irai. it is raQcivl.
When a case of thi& sort becor>jes clearly evident, it must be dealt
with firmly, courageously and with dispatch. For, no matter how
careful the prouotional decisions, unless the feedback built into
-;••- is u. ••<•".;, .v-va vitta weak
spots that cripple the entire structure, or MM segment of it.
So the p. .'enal decision makers may, en occasion, be
forced to use the periodic trait Mi Mfl za t.valuations as
the basis for negative decision — and a hard one at that, demotion
or discharge being the only answer. And, knowing <*s we do that
or** often than not demotion only compounds the difficulty, the most
frequent remedy will be discharge. And we know further i thout
a system th-tt M)WI the power of decision from the hands of those
closest to the problem, these nauseous but necessary actions simply
win net be taken. For the culprits M*l&**6f~*MMBd supervision
has a constitutional inclination to shield the problem because of
th*» persons,] unpleasantness the indicated corrective step portends."**'
attempt vd.ll be made to decide the merits of on* system of hiring
and firing as opposed to another. The point is that the evaluative process
is a shadow area faced with making difficult decisions every step of the
way. It is a process witnout em for it must continually evaluate itself
and reevaluate the people for whom it is responsible.
XT management finds evaluation difficult but necessary in order
to function, hov ;nuch nor* dependent the imvy is on ite appraisal MVfcai .
No business firm employs as many nsen, in such diveree jobs, at sc -'any
plants, 'nvolvcd in a mission so vital to the welfare of oar country.
20Benn©t, op. cit .. - . 191-92.

CHAPTER III
TH" VaiLITC OF NAVAL CFFI \L
UKDBR THE PRESENT ST3TJH
The discussion of executive evaluation in Chapter II posed three
questions which could be used in investigating the efficiency of an ap-
praisal technique. They involved the validity of criteria, the constancy
of evaluation symbols ano the applicability of criteria. One measure of
the efficiency of any rating system is the validity of the criteria upon
which it is based. Another measure is to determine the relationship between
the points measured and the function of the wan who is measured (applica-
bility). One does not measure the sise of an egg by noting its color nor
is a garbage mm evaluated by his reading skill.
Unfortunately, there are no easily defined valid criteria to apply
in the selection of naval officers for promotion. To identify valid
criteria — one must know the purpose of the system and the function of
those rated.
Admiral Needham believed that "The object of any promotion system
is to assure superior leadership."1 The Navy seems to equate management
ability with leadership, this Is evidenced by such statements as "In
^-Needham, op. cit .. p. 63. At the time that Adciiral Necdham made






order that the Havy may perform its function, one element is absolutely
essential — identification of leaders in order to select them for pro-
motion." 2 Another indication that leadership connotes ability is that
the points on which an officer is appraised are by and large traits hope-
fully attributed to a leader.3 The avowed purpose of the selection system
is to select for promotion those officers who are best qualified to serve
in the next higher graded Viewed differently, this means that promotion
is not a reward for past services performed, but rather a statement of
confidence that the promote© will be competant in the grade to which he
is promoted. In essence, then it is leadership potential rather than just
leadership that the system must determine to accomplish its purpose. This
distinction is of concern for two reasons j (1) Few realise what the Fitness
Report form was conceived to delineate; (2) TYm fact that it is potential
we seek to measure, complicates the issue of determining criteria, by in-
flicting another intangible besides leadership into the equation. Looking
at the problem -— we seek to identify potential equal to the job to be
filled; measuring it through performance and personality appraisal geared
to a subjective concept of leadership.
If leadership potential is to be measured, leadership saust be
defined.
2Gallin, op. cit ., p. 77.
3See Fitness Report form — Appendix 2.
*Fit*hugh lee, op. cit .. p. 2.
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"By Naval leadership is meant the art of accomplishing the
Navy's mission through people. It is the sum of those qualities
of intellect, of human understanding, and of moral character that
enable a man to inspire and manage a group of people successfully.
S ffective leadership, therefore is based on personal example, good
management practices and moral responsibility."
5
This official Navy definition is paralleled closely by statements found in
management literature.° Such a definition, while inspiring, does not pro-
vide many specifics on which to base criteria. Let us examine the Navy's
officer evaluation form (Fitness Report )? and the criteria by which it
seeks to measure leadership potential.
The Navy uses a traditional approach to evaluation with a forst that
is a composite of performance and personality trait appraisal. Also included
on the report are sections to denote? (1) comparative or relative rating
of the officer in reference to his peers and others in the command; (2) the
reporting senior's opinion of the officer's desirability in specified types
of duty; (3) a recommendation for the next type of duty assignment; (4) &
narrative section provided for comments upon significant strengths or weak-
nesses of the officer being evaluated.
*U. S. Department of the Navy, General Order 21 . Part I, para-
graph 1*.
^"Leadership is the process, the activity of imaginatively guiding,
directing, and influencing the action of subordinates so that they willing^
strive toward mutual objectives." Haiman, op. cit ., p. 447. See also
"... Judgment will consist largely in continuously setting before the
subordinates high standards of excellence with which they cannot fail to
compare themselves. Their ability or inability to reach these standards
will generally become so apparent to themselves and their colleagues that
they will respond with better effort, or resign." lewis William Norris,
"Moral Hassards of an Txecutive," Harvard, ^uslnes;.- ;ievie.'W. (September-
October, I960), p. 77.
?The official title is "The Keport on the Fitnes3 of Officers,"




These latter four sections will be consented upon briefly before
discussing the performance and personality appraisal which usually forma
a more iiaportnnt part of the report.
The comparative section has three obvious functions. The format
used —
vorall Evaluation (a) In comparison with other officer© of his
grade ana approximate length of service,
how would you designate this officer?
(b) For this report period indicate in (b) how
many officers in his grade you have desig-



















— provides a rough ranking of the ratee among his peers in the command (b)
and a rough cross check (a) on the performance appraisal found earlier in
the Fitness Report. This section also provides a rough gauge of the marking
habits of the reporting senior. 9 it is as equally useful as a cross check
on the "integrity" of the marker as it is an apt.ruisai of the markee .
"8
8U. S. Department of the Navy, "Report on the Fitness of Officers."
Navpers form 310 , revised April, 1962.
9;'. 0. neparttnent of the Navy, ftoqffs Inst. 1611.12 . End. 1, p. 14,
April 4, 19£ .
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The following section of the Fitness Report on Desirability;
16. Desirability: Considering (1) the possible requirements of war and
pence, (2) this officer's professional and technical
competence, and (3) the adaptability of this officer
to the varying conditions of naval service, indicate
your attitude toward having this officer under your






J^refer Pleased Satisfied to ^^






should correlate roughly with the comparative section above ~ when it
doesn't the review board would want to know why and likely seek the answer
in the narrative section.
The narrative section is another cross check on the author of each
report and may shade the evaluations given in the performance and personal-
ity trait areas (especially in tarsus of any inconsistency). As the instruc-
tion states for completing Fitness Reports:
"b. In selection for promotion and assignment to outy, con-
siderable weirht and reliance are placed on the reraarks made in this
section. Accordingly, every effort must be made to present any
10U. S. Department of the Havy, "Report on Fitness of Officers,"
Mavpers 310 . April, 1962.
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relevant facts which make the report a complete ami comprehensive
evaluation. The comments will substantiate and must be consistent
with narks assigned in other portions of the report. Comments
Ray be made regarding references in section 13. The restrictions
applying to section 13 relating to letters of censure or other
nonjudicial punishment, ami nonpunitive letters of censure issued
under paragraph 128 (c), Manual for Courts-,MartiaI, United States,
are equally applicable to this section. Performance of duty or
facts upon which the above are based may properly be mentioned in
this section. "H
The section provided for assigned duty recomnendaticn gives the
fitness reporter a chance to conceptualise the evaluation by specifying
a billet which he feels the officer appraised could fit well,12 This
section could also give the review board insight into the ©valuator's mark-
ing habits.
The Performance of Duties and
Personality Appraisal
When an officer's career and appraisal sheets follow an expected
pattern1-* the performance of duties is the most important portion of the
**U. £. Department of the Navy, Supers. Ins. 1611.12 , Incl. 1,
p. 16.
12Ibld .
^That would be when assignments have followed a reasonable pattern
of sea-shore rotation and the evaluations in the four sections described
above have a consistant relationship to one another and to other marks on
the report.
In this connection, see a discussion of the apparent detrimental
effects of Post Graduate education and other factors on the career of
officers contained in the U. S. Department of the Navy, Review of Manage-




Fitness Report.""* The development of appraisal technique in the previous
chapter noted that performance was considered as valid a basis for evalu-
ating leadership potential as can be found — (it lends itself to scat*
quantitative evaluation and is aore objective than personality divination).
The actual performance criteria enumerated are:
li*. Performance of Duties
(a) Present Assignment









technical specialty ( )
(g) Conraand potential or ability
(h) Administrative and management ability
^Certain factors of the rating system are considered privileged
and are not disclosed — i.e., the weighting of various sections of the
Fitness Report. Pugene B. Berger stated that he was so advised by the
Navy, la "Aviation CowtDand Assignment — Problems and Procedures of Per-
sonnel Details in Selecting Naval Aviators for Aviation Cosaaand Billets,"
his unpublished Masters thesis, The George Washington University, I960,
p. iv. The writer feels that it is likely that performance of duties is
the psost heavily weighted section of the Fitness Heport because:
(1) performance has professional (management) preeminence as a
measure of ability.
(2) the United States Any* whose guiding precepts are not too
different fro® the U. S, ^avy, states on its appraisal sheet
that it assigns 300 of a possible 240 rating points to present
performance and another 20 points to command potential. Both
of these factors appear in the Navy Fitness Report under
"Performance of Duties" (see evaluation form above).
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While performance is historically sound as a measure of ability the criteria
above by which performance is judged have some serious shortcomings. Toe
instruction states that the mark for 14-(a) is to represent the officer's
overall performance — the professional quality of his work and that the
marks 12»-(b) and (h) are, "in combination to substantiate the mark assigned
in » Present Assignment.* nl 5 Although evaluating performance the evaluator
is given few criteria related to function by which to evaluate his sub-
ordinate. This is generally true because of the heterogenous activity of
naval officers in ranks from Ensign through Captain, in various specialty
fields, afloat or ashore, staff and ship.-*-® However, at the present all
officers are considered in the light of the evaluation form shown above.
Kven a double form based on rank would do no more than equate the amount of
experience that goes into the standard of excellence.
In the current instruction for completing the report, reporting
seniors are cautioned not to err in the direction of "using the sans
criteria in the evaluation of both junior and senior officers."*^ *a
point well taken," is the first reaction of the reader. However, since
no division of criteria is offered on the evaluation sheet, the reporting
senior is thrown back on his subjective haunches to try and figure just
how much he ought to expect a junior officer to produce. (This could be
*%. S. Department of the Navy, Supers. Inst. 1611.12, Bfttl. 1,
April 4, 1962, p. 13.
^the Navy and Coast Guard are now studying a double form based
on rank to help with this problem. The Air Force uses two forms. (Gee
Appendix II).
*ty. S. Department of the Navy, Supers. Inst. 1611.12. Fncl. 2,
Ch. 2, June 20, 1963.
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as much the individual marker's standard as the Navy's expectation . ) For
example, it is logical not to expect the same quality of shiphandling frost
a new ffrfflifn aboard ship and the Skipper. However, determining no** much
shiphaneillng to expect is like the old riddle:
"How much wood would a woodchuck chuck
If a woodchuck could chuck wood*,n
Of the eight iterss listed, sotse officers could be marked in all
areas while others could be marked only in one or two areas. (Sea© officers
**** ftsvsr be observed in Airmanship moreover all performance areas listed
(b) and (h) are not equally significant. Karrowing even further — all
collateral duties are not the same).
There is obviously a need for criteria related to function in
performance appraisal. A study, completed under Kavy contract in order
to identify all skills needed in Navy billets,^ has direct bearing upon the
question of leadership potential evaluation. SflM 126 specific activities
were identified as being performed by naval officers of various grades and
activities, both afloat and ashore.W ^g^ Q£ the Conclusions reached by
the research panel are of particular interest
j
(1) All 126 activities identified fall into eight independent
functional areas:
18Ralph M. Stogdill, Carroll L. Shartle, et. al .. Patterns of
Administrative [erformance
.
(Columbus Ohio; The Bureau of Business
Research, College of Commerce and Administration, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1956), p. 98.
^Th© randomness of the sample could not be judged by this writer.
However, it appeared to be of sufficient else to prevent major bias in a











(2) Not all functional areas were represented in any one billet.
(3) No one function was included in all billets.
(4) The degree to which any function was pr sent in the activities
performed by any individual varied with rank, billet title,
type ship, staff and shore activity. 2^
These three last points all serve together to point up the variability of
rating factors not only at different levels of management but in terms
of the job performed. Performance evaluation based on the eight specific
functional areas listed above should be more informative than evaluation
based on the general functional areas now used.
The diversity of function at different levels and in different
tasks is recognition of the fact that leadership is composed of more than
performance. A capable performance in one area is no guarantee of a good
performance in another. Moreover, it is sometimes opportunity which dis-
covers the leader — chance foresight put him in the rii'ht place at the
ripht ti«ne. Haiman claims to have identified four najor factors impinging
208togdill, Shartle, et. al ., o-K . cit ..
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upon leadership. He states ". . . that leadership is to a great degree a
nebulous concept. The most helpful approach is to consider leadership as
influenced by (1) situation, (2) by the group of followers, (3) by the
characteristics of the individual and {U) the various means which are
chosen to influence the interpersonal relationships."^ For Itevy purposes
one and two are basically assignment, which accounts for the presence of
the officer at the situation and the identity of the "followers
;
M point
three is personality trait and point four can be considered performance .
The variations of both level (rank) and situation (job require-
ments) militates against the effective use of a set performance criteria
or single report on all naval officers. This holds true when personality
traits are considered also. Those traits deemed to signify superior
quality will vary from rank to rank and with the situation. It is this
fact coupled with the general unreliability of trait appraisal that re-
duces the criteria designed to distinguish qualities of leadership to
points of questionable value. The relative merit of trait vs. performance
appraisal, has already been discussed. The following statement, however,
will add scope to ths problem at hand.
"The inadequacy of this approach is obvious as seldom, if
ever, do any lists agree on the essential characteristics. The
lists are confusing, using different terminology and differing in
the number of characteristics required . . .
^Kalman, op. clt ., p. LUb.
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. . . Writers of the trait list theory, in listing the
characteristics, do not indicate which of the traits are the most
important ones and which are the least important ones. A further
weakness of this theory is that the trait studies do not distinguish
between those characteristics which are needed for acquiring leader-
ship and those which are necessary for maintaining it.
Although personality characteristics of the leader are not
unimportant, those which are essential vary considerably, depending
upon circumstances, and even . . . the different functions . . .
demand different abilities of leadership. Some of the character-
istics which have been considered essential to a leader, for instance,
integrity and judgment, can be found in any successful man within
an organisation and not merely in the leader. Many of the character-
istics which were considered essential for leadership are not in-
herited but can be acquired or modified through learning. R^2
With this analysis of trait appraisal in mind, consider the traits
to be appraised on the Fitness lieport.
20. Leadership
(a) Professional Knowledge (Comprehension of all aspects of
the profession)
(b) Moral Courage (To do what he ought to do regardless of
consequences to himself
)
(c) Loyalty (His faithfulness and allegiance to his shipmates,
his command, the service and the nation)
(d) Force (Ine positive and enthusiastic manner with which he
fulfills his responsibilities)





Industry (The seal exhibited and energy applied in the
performance of his duties)
^Hainan, op. cit ., p. 443.
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(g) Imagination (Resourcefulness, creativsnese, and capacity
to plan constructively)
(h) Judgment (His ability to develop correct and logical
conclusions
)
(i) Reliability (The dependability and thoroughness exhibited
in meeting responsibilities)
(J) Cooperation (His ability and willingness to work in
harmony with others)
(k) Personal Behavior (His demeanor, disposition, sociability
and sobriety)
(1) Military Bearing (His military carriage, correctness of
uniform, smartness of appearance and physical fitness)
(m) Self•expression (oral) (His ability to express himself
orally)
(n) Self-expression (written) (His ability to express himself
in writing)
Each trait taken separately has some intrinsic worth yet as a whole they
call for subjective analysis in a field where the backgrounds of the marker
affects to a major degree the quality perceived. They are also subject to
semantic confusion — at times the rater would be hard put to differentiate
between moral courage and loyalty or force and initiative. One man's
Imagination is another man's hare brained idea . Obviously a man cannot
demonstrate all of these traits in any one job or at all levels of manage-
ment. For example management function calls for top management to form
policy with vision and integrity (g. - imagination - c. - loyalty); middle
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management to serve as liason to interpret policy through organization
and delegation of work — (which will involve a professional knowledge,
- h. - judgment - m. - self expression written and - n - orai)j and first
line management to supervise with reliability . diligence ana technical
knowledge ( - a. - professional knowledge, - d. - initiative - f . - in-
dustry, - i. - reliability,)2^
The fact that the words currently in vogue to express "Leadership11
change is demonstrated by the study of descriptive adjectives and phrases
and the frequency of ©ecurrance in the Fitness Heport form:
"Factors Hated Since the Establishment of the
Officer Fitness Report System in the Navy
Out of the forty-eight officer Fitness Heport forms analysed
,
the following factors (descriptive adjectives) or descriptive phrases
were found with the frequency noted, oince in some cases the wording
of the factors or phrases was different but of the sans general mean-
ing, they were combined under a general adjective or phrase.
Descriptive Adjective or Phrase Frequency
1. Considering the possible requirements of
the naval service, in peace and in war,
have you any objection to said officer
being under your irarsediate coras&nd. 42




4. Neatness of person and dress 26
5. Health 25
6. leadership 25
7 . Cooperation 25
8. Initiative 24




^Garda ; . Bowman, "What Helps or Harms Proa»otability?', , Harvard
?usinf?s3 Hevlew , (January-February, 1964), p. 6-26.
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Descriptive Adjective or Phrase Frequency
13. Attention to duty 20
14. Loyalty 19
15. Fndurance 19
16. Administrative work 18
17. Conduct 17
18. Qualification as deck officer 17
19. Qualification as executive or division officer 16
20. Manner of performing duties 16
21. Present assigraient 16
22. In comparison with other officers of his rank
and approximate length of service, how would
you designate this of icer? 15
23. Aptitude for the service 15
24. Condition and efficiency of command 14
25. Reaction in emergency 14
26. Perserverance 14
27. Moral courage 13
28. Sobriety 13
29. Professional ability 12
30. Ship handling 10
31. General conduct and bearing 10
32. Professional qualifications 9
33. Executive work or ability 8
34. Presence of roind 6
35. Tact 6
36. Performance of duty 5
37. £eal, Intelligence, and judgment shown in
instructing, drilling, and handling en-
listed men. 5
jf« Physical and nervous endurance under
strain 5
39. Hate in technical competence in his
specialty 5
40. As staff officer 4
41. Temperamental qualities 4




44. Gunnery and ordnance 4
45. Seaaanship 3
4^. Steam 3
47. Estimate of officer as a result of observing
hiss in practical work 3













5ft. V;illingn«8B to assume responsibility 2
59. Kfficiency in the performance of duty 2
60. 'orals 2
61. As intelligence offie 1
6?. As signal officer 1
63. In engineroora and fireroom 1




67. ' rofessional aptitude 1
68. efficiency of sen under his special control 1
69. Performance at battle station or duties 1
70. Inspire subordinates at work 1
71. Effectively delegates tasks and authority 1
72. Transmits orders, instructions and plans 1
73. Maintains discipline among those under his
command 1
74. Ability to work with others 1
75. Ability to adapt to changing needs and
conditions 1
76. Collateral duties 1
77. Professional knowledge 1
78. Promotion potential 1
79. Management effectiveness 1*^4
This study emphasizes the difficulty of ascribing qualities to
leadership. It could well be used as an argument for grading leadership
as a whole instead of breaking It into sub-areas — either the officer
has it or he doesn't — a rose is a rose no matter how many petals. The
truth lies some where in between — In the realisation that although one
seeks to identify leadership it is difficult to quantify and no standard
is the sine qua non . To rely too heavily upon any standard of measure-
ment in this area except as a confirmation of evaluation as shown by
2
^U. 5. nepartment of the Navy, History of t,he Officer fitnesa
Report . Research Report 56-2-Navpera. 18A94, U. 5. Nav-il Personnel Research
rtSUi ct.iv.ity, Kaahi&gtett, '. ., aprll, 1956, pp. . .— :;j..
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performance is d&ngcrous and/or misleading.^
In any endeavor so complex as trying to rate management, there can
be no dimple, single solution. Any attempt to find a working solution
involves considerable compromise between the ideal and the feasible. For
example, if evaluation criteria were ideal they would suit each job and
each individual in relation to the job, moreover, criteria would have to
change constantly as the job requirements and the ratee's insight changed.
Carrying an argument to this extreme is ridiculous. A compromise in the
nature of three rank divisions as compared to the three levels of manage-
ment should not be administratively Impractical. A further compromise in
the nature of relating performance criteria more closely to specific func-
tion seems indicated. Perhaps this could be accomplished with the help of
the study on what naval officers do. In other words — just because the
Ideal is not practical is no excuse to rule out any possible Improvement,
The Fitness Report as a Marking Device
The Fitness Report forms the basis upon which the value of an
officer is judged for promotion. The relationship between Fitness Reports
and selection for promotion is succently spelled out in U. S. Navy lieguia-
tions:
"Article 1701. Fitness and Record of Officers
1. The fitness of an officer for the service, with respect to
promotion and assignment to duty is determined by his record.
2
*The Aragr assigns this section a maximum of 22 out of 240 points.
|«t -rry HtttSM t«port, 'ipendix 11*

aReports of fitness are decisive in the service career of the
individual officer, and have an important influence on the
efficiency of the entire service. H*&
Official instructions for completing Fitness Report*2? provide a
broader picture or the rationale behind the report. Significant statessents
frot? the document are quoted below:
"(1) General. — (a) Reports on the fitness of an officer constitute
the most important part of his recoru. They provide a record of
the duty performance and the ssanner of its performance, the pro-
fessional qualifications of an officer, commendatory or censorious
matter received by hiu, notation of any disciplinary action, the
general state of his health and endurance as it affects his value
to the naval service, any special qualifications possessed by the
officer, and a statement of his personal characteristics.
(b) Fitness reports are the primary basis for selecting
officers for promotion and assigranent to duty. Realistic objec-
tive evaluations of individual officers are essential to the
accomplishment of each of these tasks. The failure of a reporting
senior to appraise and record either outstanain& performance or
shortcomings of any officer under his coartam: net only is a Krave
failure to meet a public trust, it is an injustice to the careers
ii — i n i mw d—«———— n mam i^—
—
mm *i »iw—i .i i n m—» !» «*» >m mm—m—m»—«— Mm——jm—mjmmim m — i- —noil miai im ii«m
and opportunities of the able and cexseti-'nt .
(e) A report of fitness that is rightfully placed in the
Officer Record maintained in the Bureau of Naval Personnel is not
subject to withdrawal, alteration, or change except by special
authorization of the Secretary of the Navy
. . .
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Other provisions of the Instruction require annual submission
of report on officers of the grade of lieutenant and above, and twice
annually on officers below that rank. Additionally, reports will be
submitted upon dcfailnent of either the officer reported on or the
reporting senior, and upon certain special occasions.^
^United Btatet Navy Regulations, (Washington, D.C.I Goveriwent
Printing Office ) , 194 •





Since the Fitness Report is the historical record upon which promotion
ie decided, problem area* of the form itself should be explored. The validity
of criteria, the heart of any evaluation, was covered in the proceeding section
and vill not be considered further at this time. Many problems of any rating
system are a by-product of and increase, in direct proportion to, the meaner
of people involved as evaluators. Kost of these fall into Wo categories —
problems arising from the varied background of the raters (semantic differ-
ences, varied standards); and problems growing froir. the separation of rater
and the decision maker (lick of understanding as to terms used and varied pur-
poses in marking). The problems in these areas couia be alleviated with an
efficient feedback built into the system, ot ted 9 imply the basic difficulty
In using the Fitness Report as a measuring device is that there is no built in
correction principle to compensate for the deviation of reporters. However,
one must understand how seriously evaluation is affected by this difficiency
(lack of feedback) to appreciate any claim that the system could be improved
to any great extent just by providing a self auditing feature. In order to
select for promotion, the Navy, through the Selection Board has to put its
faith in the evaluations as they appear upon the Fitness Report or figure
some reasonable way to compensate for possible error. Theoretically the
grade levels should fall within a certain curve — naturally. Ho jaany
Outstanding, so raany Above Average, Average or Belo«. However, because o£
the varied background of the mrkers — interpretations and standards distort
the curve. Moreover, the Ideals or purpose of the marker will tend to
distort the curve even further — both of these factors are compounded by
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distance. In a small company face to face discussion and explanation can
rid the evaluating team of semantic variations and vascilating purpose.
However, acting through the Fitness Report the Selection Board is attempting
to make a personal evaluation on a basis of information that has become
depersonalized essentially through too much personality .
Reams have been written on the science semantics. Words do not
mean the same thing to all people. When two people use the same word but
interpret differently, communication breaks down. The whole evaluation
system in the Navy hinges upon coflssunication. Consequently, such breakdowns
are serious. Some difference in interpretation can be explained by educa-
tional differences. However, this is rsut a small part of the problem — the
larger difference in interpretation is a personal intangible that determines
which nuance of a particular word or phrase comes closest to an individual's
own particular feeling evoked by the word. This is equally true with large
concepts and obscure phrases. This point is easily seen when we compare the
descriptive phrases for like character traits on the »iavy and Army nerit
rating forms z*®
CHAftAC? -I TIC KAVT DEFINITION A-KMY DiiTNITIOW
Koral Courage To do what he ought to do Intellectual honesty,
regardless of consequence willingness to stand up
to himself. and be counted.
Loyalty His faithfulness and tenders faithful and
allegiance to his ship- willing support to super-
mates, his command, the iors ana subordinates,
service and nation.
3°U. S. Department of the Navy, Mavpera 310. (Rev. April 1962), and









The positive and enthu-
siastic manner with




seek out and accept
responsibility.




His ability and will-











Works in harmony with
others as a team member.
Of these six items common to both the Army and ftavy reports, three
essentially equate in the mind of this writer — Loyalty, Judgment, and
Cooperation. While perhaps related, the definitions of Moral Courage,
Force, and Initiative contain significant variations. The reader may not
agree with this analysis; however, if this be true it only serves to prove
that semantic difficulties exist. This point is further proven by the f^ct
that the services found it necessary to define the terms at all.
delated to the problem of semantic differences is unconscious
observer error.
"In psychological research it has been shown that individuals
do not 'see* all that is 'out there,' and that these omissions are
biased rather than r&ndom."^
This produces perceptual limitations in that man's bias enables him to see
only what he wants (i» willing) to see.-*2 Basically we observe the actions
^John H. Howard, Marketing Management . Rev. ed., (Homewood, 111.;




of others in terms of our own standard — HKc is better, no better, worse,
than I ara. "-3 Personal standards and values are obtained from ". . .a
wide variety of sources and have boon acquired over a long period of tine}
hence, in aggregate a parson's value system may be riddled with incon-
sistencies."-''* Furthermore, ".
. • few, if any, of a persons values are
the products of ratiocination. Instead, they reflect faithfully the mores
and ideologies of the cultures in which the individual has lived. "35 in
this light it is only realistic to admit that "... bacKgrountis and ex-
perience of reporting seniors preclude consistent evaluations. Bias of
reporting seniors makes some evaluation less than objective."3& ^j s poin+,s
to the need for a self correcting evaluating system.
Four other errors in evaluation which are rooted in faulty per-
ception were described by another writer as:
"1. Cienerosity error — i.e., people are essentially kind and hisitate
to mark another individual low.37
2. Error of the central tendency — to mark unknown items as •average.'
3. Logical error — if a ratee exhibits certain traits to a degree
then he possesses other traits to a similar degree.
33in this context two persons with divergent standards can observe
the same action and call it superior and average and each tell the truth
at least so far as he is able to perceive it.
3%obert N. McKurry "Conflicts in Human Values," Harvard Business
Review (May-June, 1963), p. 132.
35rbid., p. 131.
3^Gallin, op. cit .. p. 77.
37This writer thinks the terra generosity a misnomer — he feels
people hesitate to mark low as a compensatory device or a hedge against the
possibility that his judgments are wrong — the marker lacks assurance.
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4. Halo effect — because general impression of a rates is at a certain
level then all his traits are at that level, "38
A carry over from the habit of Halo appraisal may be seen in a
noted tendency to mark higher the higher the rank of the ratee so that
average Captains are marked Cutstanding .39
In the operation of an evaluation system, conscious (preiaeditatea)
error is a major concern. This springs fro® such sources as: personal
standards that allow for acknowledged distortion} limited understanding of
the goals of the system} limited knowledge of the way the system works}
perfect knowledge of the way the syste© works plus misplaced loyalty —
which brings us full circle to distortion again. H«re again it may be seen
that part of the problem is the separation of rater and decision maker ~
iaperfect communication in terass of policy, goals (Havy standards)} lack of
accord on how tc achieve these goals. The other half of the problem however
is the variation of personal standards.
The rating form used to measure an officer's ability has been
changed repeatedly because the longer the for© is in use the higher the
reporters raark.^ Six different forms have been used since 1943.^ There is
no explanation of the proliferation of higher starks, found in Navy literature
The marks on initial reports of each new form tend to be saore conservative*
38Joseph F. Foley, "The Adequacy of Officer Fitness Reports,"
unpublished Master's thesis, Ohio State University, 1950
^Rear Adm. H. A. Koffett, U.S. .
. *%.), "Coasaents and Discussion,"




* Gallin, op. cit .. p. 77.
^Needham, op. cit ., p. 61.
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However, after a selection board useets arid the Barkers have a gauc® as to
the level of aarks at which people are selected, the aiarks go up accordingly.
ch reporter wants "his raen" selected. This is a self-defeating process
which sends thi raarking level for selection even higher. The tragedy of
this is that the rating system is riddled witn reporters who set themselves
up as judge and jury — presuming knowledge they cannot possibly possess
as to the needs of the service and the true relative standing of the in-
dividual concerned. I-".ssentially, intenticr ?tortlon occurs when the
Kavy's standards ana the markers don't match — End the taarker assumes
that his are more valid. However, the standard set by the dureau of Naval
Personnel is not definatlve. The euphanistic tone of the grades appearing
on the form was noted in Chapter IT. There seems to be no positive action
taken against the high marker to discourage tits practice. Consequently,
the officer evaluated by an honost tr&rker has a distinct disadvantage.
Moreover, the service has stated that it condones a certain amount of over
marking as the expected procedure — this in spite of the fact that no
correction is cranked into the systmu a Kavy study has documented three
categories of Fitness Report writers as follows:
"a. Hie hard nsarker who accepts the standards a© defined on the
I itness Report.
b. The conscientious middle group of markers who are trying to
guess the statistical nones which in fact do not agree with
standards as defined on the Fitness Report.
c. The easy markere. Frequently these are converted hard Karkers
who have become disillusioned with the system."^*
*'.
.
- «nt of the Nsvy, Opnav //Supers, --eslrability ;md
Criteria for i-'arly .• ro-.otion or ^ivd Officers . Report of a study by the
Osnav/^upers personnel '-'onitoring Croup, Lee. I95#j . k • 1«i fctau ^>abin
substantiates, in part, variance of marking: imi of writers — "... It
is generally accented that all of us are guilty of ovemtarkin.<;. frobabiy
none of us like it, but the establishment of inflated stai. requires
one to go along wit inflation lest perchance he injure a thoroughly
ible officer, dabin, ojt . cit ., . ;A.
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Perhaps part of the trouble la in trying to comxunicute a concept
such as "outstanding" from one ;nan to another. An interesting prograa
giving substance to an idea, is ilia ich to merit rating taken by Brig,
CJeneral Hiester in a field 3tudy in evaluation . Sin grade levels wore;
Promote Sow Proaote Karly Promote when due
not promote
pending further Do not promote
evaluation
A3
Under such a systera, "Outstanding" has substance. Sot taany iserit it.
General Hiester dessonstrates most graphically that outstanding is not
cotavon i It is in its very nature unique, otherwise it would not be out-
standing.
On the basis of the points discussed it may be concluded that the
Fitness Report Is only as accurate as its component parts. At the present,
it is functioning below the optimum level of efficiency. It would appear
that the report could be improved upon by relating marking criteria jaore
closely to function of the rates and by perfecting a self correcting audit
of the individual reports to compensate for the deviation from standard
(grade level interpretation as set by Jure&u of Uaval Personnel) by the
Markers.
Selection Boards as a Selecting Device
The Selection 9oard is the Navy's agent in transforming evaluation
(wsntal) into selection (physical). Their task is not an enviable one in
^-ravid H. Hiester, "lets have Level Haters," unpublished article,
Commanding General, ". . Ordinance Center, Aberdeen, Md., p. $., 1963.
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that the future of the Navy and the careers of many officers depends upcn
the quality of their judgment. This awesome task is certainly made no
easier by the knowledge that their decisions are based ©ore on opinion than
fact , ** The inherent deficiencies of the Fitness Report results in the
board buildinr its house (selection) on sosjae pretty sandy soil.
The technical qualifications of the board m®b*sr& were covered in
Chapter I. Certain ramifications of the appointments to the Board, however,
need further discussion. Generally, board members are two or wore ranks
senior to those under consideration. This seniority is supposed to equate
with experience, useful in judging those under consideration. oreover,
there is a subtle flattery in the appointment of these men to give their
personal consideration to the selection of junior officers. There is also
embodied in the appointments assurance .hat the mental capacity of mankind
is equal to the task proposed. There is a tendency on the part of most
people to believe what they want to believe, all evidence to the contrary.
The population of the Havy believes th.it the Selection Board gives equitable
judgment because equitable judgment is what it was established to provide.
reover the population of the Navy looks to the Selection Board for a
personal evaluation and selection of the best fitted . What we seek is not
only difficult, it is impossible. The physical and cental limitations of
man and the size and scope and purpose stated for the selection system are
mutually exclusive. As a result of this impasse a compromise has be
effected between purpose and capability. The only fault in this compromise
^Gallin, op. clt ., .
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is that the average officer does not recognize it as such and limits its
capacity by demanding the Itefy continue its public loyalty to personal
selection. The Selection Boards do as good a job as is humanly
possible. There is no quarrel with the action of the boards, only with
the system which gives the board a truly impossible task, complicated by
the varied values of the producers of evidence, the limited scope of criteria
and the semantic loopholes in the Fitness Report itself. When all factors
are considered, the greatest tribute that can be paid the system is not that
it works well, but that it works at all.
Consider the action of the Selection Board using as a point of
reference whit the public thinks it doos and what the service prescribes
as its function. The major deterrent to the Selection Board living up to
its public l*r<age, is tlae. Time is the age we live in — the complexities,
the vast numbers of people required to carry out the llavy's mission. Time
is also the day, the hour, the minutes and seconds available or necessary
to do any given Job.
By law, boards must be in session for at least ten calendar days.
During that time each officer on the board considers the record of a large
group of officers. Because of the press of time they work principally from
therraofaxed brief sheets, prepared by government clerks. The reviewing
officer, using these brief she ts cm study 30 to 35 records in six hours.
^
That allows hirc to spend ten to twelve minutes on an individual's record.
^capt. Worth Scanland, "Standby . . . Vote," U. ;-. Naval Institute
Proceedings
.




2tn time period for the record la about ten years and the number of Fitness
Reports averages out at about two and a half per year.**' this means that
the board member can afford something less than a half minute for each
report in the period to be considered. !7ven this figure is probably inflated
presuming that the reviewer began work at 080C a*** completed the records at
1A30, we have only allowed 30 minute© of free time Tor lunch, coffee, and
rest room — a rather unusual schedule for naval officers, particularly
senior ones. Obviously 30 seconds is not enough time- to allow any of the
contemplative art of judgment to be brought to bear. The reviewing officer
is forced by the mother of officers to be reviewed to quickly categorise
them According to a scale of merit. The time also imposes quantification
of data as the only possible means of assessing the brief sheets and cate-
gorising the officers. The use of symbols to indicate merit is quantifi-
cation whether the symbol used is a word, letter, number, cows or chickens.
A narrative brief slUSt to be evaluated in 30 seconds would be hopeless.
The human eye is hard put to scan a page cf checks in numerical columns
and come up with an accurate summation. This is what the Selection Board
is asked to do under the title of Judgment. Clearly the ability to cate-
gorise on the basis of prepared brief sheets, demands neither experience
or perspecacity. It is basically a job demanding attention ana endurance.
It is therefore evident that tbs majority cf selections are made through
the application of the well known and useful principle « management by
exception — review only the records that are questionable. This principle
is implicit in the following statement:




"The beauty of the briefing sheets is immediately apparent.
Ksny records, in fact most of them, are clearly ' prossotabie * recor
This is obvious at a glance frcra the briefing sheets, and if the per-
centage to be selected is high (as is usually the case in the junior
grades), those qualified as 'best fitted* show up quite clearly, as
those not fitted. It is the officer with some anomaly in the pattern
of their records, wi*~h so.^e question about their performance not
readily answerable, who pose the problems, and fortunately there are
not too many of these."^
Since selection is practiced by exception within the limitations of a narrow
time schedule, the writer sees a need for an optical scanner, which would
eliminate clerical errors in transcription. The amount of time available
does not allow any time for the reviewing officer to check for error, oince
an officer stands or falls as a result of a scanning glance across his
brief sheets he ought to have a guarantee that they are perfectly marked.
Another "public" assumption is that the reviewing officer can add
to, or improve on the evaluation of the Fitness Heport and raise or lower
the warks of reporting officer should his marks be out of line with the
Navy's standard or the grade levels of other reviewing officers. Since the
Board member does not know, except in rare circumstances, the officer being
evaluated, the reporting officer, or the situations involved, any re-evalu-
ation would be no more than an educated guess. If the officer involved
is known to the review board, to tamper with his record — favorably or
unfavorably — is unfair to all other officers reviewed. Within the time
•pan allowed for review there is no logical way for alteration or even
compensation for high and low markers to be made logically or accurately.
A statistical analysis of marking habits prior to action by the selection
board would be helpful. However, the assumption that the reviewing officer
^aorth Scanland, oo . cit . . p. 45*
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could make such a statistical analysis within the thirty odd seconds he has
to scan a Fitness Report, is without reason. Vice Admiral Fitahugh Lee
stated part of the problem: "So many records are so similar in so many
respects that, from a list of 100 officers of which only 40 can be selected,
it is easy to pick the top 30 and the bottom 3C officers. But to get the
10 remaining selectees from the 40 officers left in the middle is most
difficult. In this process the element of luck is undoubtedly present."*"
The distortion of individual marking habits produces this situation.
Add to this the intercorrelation of grade levels on all criteria, the length
of time available for review, and the quantification needed to make the
brief sheets usable. The logical conclusion appears to be that the Selection
Board haa little leeway for any action other than a mathematical decision.
Moreover, the physical demands of the task of selection impair consideration
of the needs of the service and cause undue emphasis on maintaining a
specified population at each rank level. The hierarchical levels of ruanage-
ment are functional not an end in themselves. However the time available
for reviewing records, allows lit.le or no time for consideration of special
skills, abilities or backgrounds (i.e., sub-specialty). The long argued
rearrangement of the lineal list would make no great difference in selection
under the present system since there is no time for considerations much
finer than "go", "no go" decisions.
The system as it now functions is data processing using man for a
processing machine. Since man has only a limited capacity for detail, and
since no abstracts are involved (all such abstracts having already received
^VAda. Fitzhugh Lee, U.S.U,, op. cit .. p. 3.
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a quantitative symbol) there se ma no reason to refuse to use a computer
which has a greater capacity for detail and a greater capability for ac-




TO TH. : ::TION STotlM
The Navy 1 s selection process is not functioning as well as sight
be wished. Toole embodied in research techniques and the electronic com-
puter are available to revitalize the system. However, the Navy has made
no discernable jaoveaent in the application of cybernation. The recognition
of both the need for and feasibility of cybernation is hasqpered by a general
lack of understanding of the selection process itsalf and the tools and
techniques that could better the system.* Man tends to be suspicious of
anything new. Change is often resisted. Often the first reaction of people
to cosiputers is revolt and a panicky protest against reducing saan, in all his
glory, to marks or holes on a data sheet. The fact that eaan is not reduced
but enlarged, that the scope of evaluation is increased and jaade sore intensely
personal, that evaluation can be more closely related to all the major
functional areas of management, is lost in a flood of prejudice that seeks
to argue, not logically or convincingly, but so loudly and constantly
*Staff writer, "New Tool, &ew *orld,» business Week . Feb. 29, I964,
p. 70. For an example of violent military prejudice coexistent with a
co&plfcte lack of knowledge of the computer ana how it functions see: Captain
. "Ulick, Jr., letter appearing in "Comments and Discussion," United




that the enemy can't present its case at ail.'- If cybernation la to func-
tion at all it a)Uot win a major degree of acceptance fron: uw men whose
lives it seeks to benefit. This involves massive education and orienta-
tion. To make such a program desirable management has to envision what
cybernation could achieve if it were accepted.
Definition and iteck^round
Cybernation is embodied in the capabilities of the electronic
computer. $ore specifically, cybernation is th* utilisation of the com-
puter in processing aata. SData processing is "the production of records
and reports. 10 A more explicit definition states that aata processing is,
"... the preparation of source njedia which contain data
or basic elements of inforaation, and th© handling of such data
according to precise rules of procedure co accomplish such oper-
ation? as classifying, sorting, calculating, summarising, .
reconlin^. "^
All of these elements are essential to the basic functions of raanageawnt —
planning and control. These definitions belie the widely held supposition
^"The confusion caused by the lack of a clear understanding of the
term automation, together with the emotional connotations which have devel-
oped, make a rational approach more difficult. In fact, the problem of
••Mantles has become so great th^t the term stay be avoided in the future by
those seeking a logical understanding of the concepts involved. The deter-
ioration of the word, however, should not cause us to underestimate the
importance of these concepts." "looking Around: Automation for Management,
"
Joseph L. Hassle, Harvard Business Review . (March-April 1956), p. 146-54.
^U. S. Executive Office of the President, Automatic Data processing
Glossary
.





that data processing is a new phenomenon. Data has been processed for
hundreds of years using equipment no more elaborate than paper and pen.^
The abacus is an early example of a more elaborate computer. A table of
Napieran logarithms (to the base e) was published in 1614. The "common'*
system of logarithms followed later. These form the basis of the slide
rule which is an example of an analog computer. The abacus is a simple
form of a digital computer.6 In the final analysis the only thing really
new about electronic computers is the speed with which they function and
the fact that they can be directed. This speed frees man from the drudgery
of repetative action and allows him to make his unique contribution,
creative thought.' Thus using cybernation man can plan and control at a
higher level, using a wider range of pertinent information than has ever
been possible before.
a
The computer is not a panacea for all ills. It can be a dis-
asterous blunder, an expensive superimposition upon existing adequate pro-
cedures, or it can provide the means to solve personnel and executive
development problems, and provide the key to superior employment of men
and material. In the end we come to face the reality that the success of
cybernation is dependent upon the competence of management which utilizes
it. It cannot function fruitfully without clear thinking, forward looking
and detailed planning on the part of management which sets the keys clicking
^Richard N. Schmidt and William 1, Myers, Electronic Business Data
Processing
,
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), p. 1.
6Ibid., p. 8.
'%, K. Gaumnitz an . I, Brownlee, MMathmetics for Decision Makers,"
Harvard Business Review, (Kay-June 1956), pp. 48-56.
"Business Week, op. cit., pp. 70-71.
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and the lights flashing. Cybernation should be viewed not as an end but
as a means to continually increasing growth — if management is to get a
dollars worth or more from each dollar invested, it must constantly seek
expanding uses rather than stand pat on past success.
For the Navy, the selection process is a point of departure into
unlimited combinations of data utilisation possible in an Integrated data
processing system. To limit cybernation to one area such as selection
would be to make a toy of a master tool.* It is not the machine but human
acceptance that limits the use. Education for acceptance in the limited
area of selection will be difficult. However, the Increased potential of
an evaluation system utilising cybernation is worth trying to win acceptance
of such a program.
Cybernation and Selection
The computer does not originate thought. It functions in th© area
of mathematical computation and is capable of rapid comparative analysis
(i.e., on© item is equal to, larger than or smaller than, another itemj.^
This comparison capability enables the computer to identify and place items
in directed sequence. The use of numbers is basic to computers and it can
accomplish or solve any problem that can be mathematically stated. The
^Specifically, in officer programming — procurement, training,
selection, assignment, retention and retirement — cybernation would make
possible a complete integration with the Navy's changing mission. With
data processing these factors could be considered as a logical whole, with
dynamically changing, inter-locking parts. All changes on all levels,
could be visible at all times.
l°Range of speed — up to 3*000,000 arithmatic and logical oper-
ations p?r second. Business Week, op. cit .. p. 47.
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computer cannot, however, improve upon the quality of the data that it is
'/en. It will do no more than it ia programmed to do.
The quantification or reduction of the information contained on
Fitness Reports to a numerical value is not a new concept. Quantification
of relative merit is easily symbolised by the relative relationship of
numbers. This concept, however, raises the question — how can you quantify
qualitative data" The answer is that the quantification is symbolic not
absolute and that the symbol ia functioning to measure not intrinsic value,
11
but one iter's relationship to another ( ioentification through comparison,.
On the Fitness Report the problem is to identify officers with the most
leadership potential — not to determine how much they possess. The selec-
tion process seeks to rank officers and sort them into groups of relative
ability.
"... The process of quantifying intangibles
. . . , is
a process of making numerically explicit certain values that are
always present in management thinking but in a ill-defined and
cloudy form. Actually precision in doing this is neither possible
nor necessary. But it is essential to assign numerical weights to
translating from a language that permits the implicit to a language
that compels the explicit."**
**
"In considering the implications of the approach
I have outlined, the intellectual issue to be grasped firmly is the necessity
for distinguishing between quantitative specificity, on the one side, ana
accuracy in the sense of identity with true values, on the other, iiany of us
are victims of an educational indoctrination that blurs this distinction.
The language of mathematics differs from the language of words not because it
is inherently and inevitably more accurate, but simply because it is more
manipulatable. Mathematics facilitates comparisons not invited by verbal
statements. It is therefore a more powerful tool of analysis; it forces us
to identify and account for cloudy assumptions; it leads us to more thoroughly
documented conclusions . " Melvin Anshen, "Price Tags for Business Policies,'1
Harvard Busim-ss review , (Jan.-Feb. 196C}, p. 77.
15Ibld .. p. 74.
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The selection system as it now functions relies heavily on quantification
to facilitate review by the Selection Board, The Board then categorizes
the officers into levels for consideration. This process of ranking and
sorting at high speed and with great accuracy is a most spectacular skill
of the computer.
It is the speed of calculation and the concomitant ability to
handle massive quantities of data that commends the electronic computer.
as a tool of selection that would allow personalized attention to those
officers under consideration. Personalised attention does not mean that
the board would spend a large amount of time in the study of each individual
record. "The sheer weight of numbers of eligible contrasted with the number
to be selected raake it necessary to use a semi-mechanical process."1** By
personalised attention, the writer means that the board could consider the
total of the personal factors that constitute what an individual is and what
an individual does, through amplified criteria for selection. Making the
system equitable to the Navy and the individual is personalized attention.
Such a system considers and weighs all the personal factors embodied in the
marks found on Fitness Reports.-"*
Computers would function helpfully in the following areas of
evaluation:
1. Setting and weighting of criteria to give a more valid picture
of iniividuil merit.
^3Joseph F. Foley, "The Adequacy of Officer Fitness Reports,"
unpublished Master's thesis, (Ohio State University, 1950), p. 54.
^U. S. Department of the Navy, Review of Management of the Depart-
ment of the Kavy
.




2. Auditing of the evaluative system to insure the integrity of
the system at all levels.
Processing data to free the Selection 3oard for considered,
deliberation in difficult areas.
4. Providing a wider range of information in tent® of present
and long range needs for better planning and control in
perscnne1 development . •*• 5
Criteria
Human limitations prohibit the consideration of varied data at the
time of selection. With the greater capacity ana spet*d potential that the
computer offers, the range of criteria used for selection could be increased
to match closely the functional areas of all officers in all categories.
While the relative iserit of performance in these areas would be represented
numerically (as it now is) the final numerical rating would have more signi-
ficance than is possible under the present system of limited consideration.
The sanipulative speed of computers should enable researchers to
produce a yardstick for measuring executive potential. Within the literature
researched by the writer, it appears that the lack of an effective jseasuring
device still looms as the greatest problem in selection both in government
and industry. This leads one to the conclusion that it is no single factor
but a combination of factors that makes a leader. Obviously the correlation
of proper combinations of factors is beyond the calculation capabilities of
Application of the first three are present in varying degrees in
U. S. Army and U. 3, Air Force use of computers aids in evaluation. Personal
interview with Lt. Col. Eugene C. Carap, B, . .; and Major F. L. Lanathan,
. . . ., arch 26, 1964 and March 31, 1964.
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humans; hovever, the computer might make the task feasible, dy sifting
through enough data it has at least a chance of discovering this illusive
yardstick
.
The availability of data for such a study certainly creates no
problem in the Navy. The propensity to create as well as conserve the
paper mountain would permit study of selected records of naval leaders who
have served both in peace and war. To interpret and validate so much data
might be difficult. However, the difficulty should not obscure the need.
If the study of past Fitness Heports is neither productive nor
economically feasible, the feedback principle in cybernation would be. The
eearp-irison and analysis of performance of an of ricer after selection in
relation to criteria applied in selection should indicate valid criteria
and their relative importance. The converse is true also and by ridding the
system of invalid criteria the air would be cleared for saore precise evalu-
ation. This is one approach to allievating the evaluating difficulties
brought on by semantic loopholes. Criteria couched in terms which do not
translate clearly would emerge as faulty measures of relative merit.
Another possibility for improved evaluation through cybernation is
in establishing a valid weight scale for criteria used. In reference to the
specific needs of the service (manpower, specialty skills, experience,
mission, etc.) a weighting factor could be figured at each selection period
and applied to all reports under evaluation. Computations would be rapid &ad
could be programmed simultaneously with the sorting of officers into various
merit groups. Time alone makes manual computations of this type impractical.
Cybernation would make possible: a more varied range of criteria
that applies more directly to individual performance; a check on the validity
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of criteria used in evaluation; a means of up-dating the Fitness Report to
keep it pertinent and a means of determining relative weights or values for
pertinent criteria used for evaluation. Each of these would be a major
contribution to establishing valid criteria for evaluation.
Auditing to Insure Integrity
The ability of the computer to check on itself and compare aata
otans up unlimited possibilities for an evaluative system to maintain its
integrity. Fart of the process of establishing criteria falls in this
area, as cheeking to be sure that criteria is valid is a type of audit to
maintain the integrity of the system. There is another area of the evalu-
ating system which requires audit if the system is to measure merit with any
degree of success. That area is marking habits of reporting seniors. The
proceeding chapter remarked that varied marking habits are a by-product of
divergent standards, faulty perception and premeditated error. The computer
can identify the marking patterns of reporting seniors and a correcting
factor can be figured into the rating scale. Moreover, through an audit of
this type the service could initiate a return to the standard set out in the
Fitness Report as the point of reference for evaluation. This would work
in three ways. (1) The ©valuator with extra rigid or soft standards does
not usually see that his standards differ from those expressed in the
directive for evaluating. Ar. audit could call attention to the fact that
his marking levels do not "measure up." (2) By cranking in a corrective
factor determined by audit, the computer makes it pointless to distort
marks. (3) The computer would make it possible for the service to actively
discourage poor marking through identifying the deviate marker and hitting

him where he lives — his own fitness report — in terms of his integrity
and Judgment. It might only require the possibility of such action for
markers to conw back to a more uniform standard.*"
Just as the computer audits individual markers , it could audit
groups of raarkers in different areas of conmano. For example the opinion
that aviators as a group are higher markers than non-aviators could be
tested. Depending on the findings, narking levels could be adjusted ac-
cordingly.
The computer through audit could help the evaluating system to
operate from a rcore uniform basis of standards.
rocessing Data to Free the Selection
oard for Deliberation
The computer processes data to improve all stages of evaluation.
However, the manipulative skill and accuracy by the computer, particularly
commend its use in the act of selection. The computer can provide the
Selection Board with a detailed and accurate brief she t, previously cor-
rected for ?aarking deviations, and grouped according to any ranking struc-
ture desired, with reference to any special consideration both of the
individual or the service. The computer can set out as a group those obviously
selected and those who obviously don't measure up.*' It can also place the
*®The U. S. Air Force uses computers to audit the marks &iven by
report writers. This audit is done at the major command level rather than
at the individual level so as to increase the sise of the statistical unit.
This action recognises that oi ticers as a whole fall within a normal distri-
bution and at the same time recognises that a small unit med not necessarily
follow such a distribution. From interview with Major F. t, Lanathan, 0. .
Karch 31, 19©A.
*?Fltzhu<*h Lee, op. clt .. p. 3.
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middle group before the Selection Board when it convenes freeing the board
for its unique contribution — personal deliberation.
Providing a Wide Hange of Information to
Answer the Needs of the Service
The ultimate in programming will be a completely integrated system;
personnel needs will be determined by long range planning derived from the
Davy's missions. Plans will be constantly up-dated and annual plans will
reflect long term needs. Both could employ computers to predict requirements
more accurately, obviating the feast or famine situation which characterise
many present policies. Specifically in officer programming, increased
information processed by computers could s direct procurement to the most
lucrative areas for recruiting; correlate training and assignment to produce
required specialists and utilise them fully; determine at all levels, in
reference to retention and retirement, the necessary input to sustain the
programs throughout. Under the full impact of increased data processing
selection will undergo radical changes. More factors can be considered more
often and in relation to the whole of officer programming. The time may
come that officers would be considered annually for promotion, retention or
elimination. With the Increased capacity to ascertain ability, tiiae in
grade will diminish as a major factor in selection and the very young admiral
may be seen again.
Conclusion
Because of the need for constantly improving evaluative technique
and the value of the computer as an aid in achieving more effective evalu-
ation, this writer would conclude that a feasibility study of computer






A. Mavy Officer Hank Structure from highest to lowest as set forth in
Title 10, U. S. Code, Article 55C1.
Admiral
Vice Admiral
Hear Admiral (upper half)
Hear Adairal (lower half)






8. Service in Grade for Navy Line Officers as set forth in Title 10,
0. S. Code, Article 5766. (In years.)
Minimum Time Kormal Tiae Total Commissioned
in Grade in Grade service
Captain 3 5 30
Commander 5 7 25
Lt. Commander A 6 18
Lieutenant U 6 12
Lieutenant J. . 2 3 6
c. Permanent Grade Distribution as set forth in title 10, U. 3. Code,
Article 5447.
Rear Admiral 0.75 Percent
Captain 6.0 Percent
Commander 12.0 Percent
Lieutenant Commander 13.0 Percent
Lieutenant 24.75 Percent
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SECTION A
MBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Name, Grade, Service No., MOS's) EMBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Organization)




J. PRIMARY MOS ADDITIONAL MOS's
4. OCCASION FOR THIS REPORT (Check appropriate box)
|—
| DETACHMENT OF OFFICER REPORTED ON i—
1




REPORT OTHER (Explain below)
S. PERIOD COVERED: FROM (Day, month, year
)
TO (Day, month, teat) MONTHS
i. PERIODS OF NONAVAILABILITY (30 DAYS OR MORE) (Explain)




). AGE, RELATIONSHIP OF DEPENDENTS REQUIRING TRANSPORTATION
1. OFFICERS PREFERENCE FOR NEXT ASSIGNMENT (1st choice)
(2nd choice ) (3d choice)
GNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON DATE
SECTION B (To be completed by repotting senior)
NAME AND GRADE OF REPORTING SENIOR
US
12. DUTY ASSIGNMENT
i. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OFFICER S NEXT DUTY ASSIGNMENT
I. DURING THE PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT- YES




(b) Has the work of this officer been reported adversely? I—
I
(r) Was this officer the subject of any disciplinary action i—
i
that should be included on his record? I—
NO If YES in (a), (b ), or (c ), and a report has NOT been sub-
mitted to the CMC, attach separate statement of nature and at-
tendant circumstances. If a report has been submitted to the
CMC, reference such report below:
K A. ENTRIES ON THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON (.Check appropriate box)
DAILY CONTACT AND CLOSE OBSERVATION
OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
I
—I FREQUENT OBSERVATIONS




| | OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK




IF embossed plate impression is used, do not complete Items 1, 2, and 3.
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LAST NAME— FIRST NAME— MIDDLE INITIAL 2 AFSN 3 ACTIVE DUTY GRADE 4 PERMANENT GRADE
ORGANIZATION, COMMAND AND LOCATION 6. AERO RATING CODE 7 PERIOD OF REPORT
FROM TO:
8. PERIOD OF SUPERVISION 9 REASON FOR REPORT
DUTIES—PAFSC DAFSC





SERIOUS GAPS IN HIS KNOWL-
EDGE OF FUNDAMENTALS OF
HIS JOB.
SATISFACTORY KNOWLEDGE
OF ROUTINE PHASES OF HIS
JOB.
n
WELL INFORMED ON MOST
PHASES OF HIS JOB.
EXCELLENT KNOWLEDGE OF
ALL PHASES OF HIS JOB.
EXCEPTIONAL UNDERSTANDING







QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF




QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF
WORK ARE VERY SATISFACTORY
PRODUCES VERY HIGH QUAN-




QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF
WORK ARE CLEARLY SUPERIOR
AND TIMELY.




INEFFECTIVE IN WORKING WITH
OTHERS DOES NOT CO-
OPERATE.
n
SOMETIMES HAS DIFFICULTY IN
GETTING ALONG WITH
OTHERS.
GETS ALONG WELL WITH
PEOPLE UNDER NORMAL CIR-
CUMSTANCES.
WORKS IN HARMONY WITH










OFTEN WEAK. FAILS TO SHOW







STRATES INITIATIVE AND AC-
CEPTS RESPONSIBILITY.
DEMONSTRATES A HIGH DE-












DATIONS OFTEN WRONG OR
INEFFECTIVE.
JUDGEMENT IS USUALLY



















UNABLE TO PERFORM ADE-




DER STRESS OR IN OTHER THAN
ROUTINE SITUA-
TIONS.
PERFORMS WELL UNDER STRESS
OR IN UNUSUAL SITUATIONS.
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENT




UNDER EXTREME STRESS. MEETS








USES RESOURCES IN A BARELY
SATISFACTORY MANNER.
PERSONNEL
CONSERVES BY USING ROU-
TINE PROCEDURES
EFFECTIVELY ACCOMPLISHES















FACTORILY ON ROUTINE MAT-
TERS.
USUALLY ORGANIZES AND EX-
PRESSES THOUGHTS CLEARLY
AND CONCISELY.









BEARING OR BEHAVIOR INTER-
FERE SERIOUSLY WITH HIS
EFFECTIVENESS.
CARELESS BEARING AND BE-
HAVIOR DETRACT FROM HIS
EFFECTIVENESS.
BEARING AND BEHAVIOR CRE-
ATE A GOOD IMPRESSION.
ESPECIALLY GOOD BEHAVIOR
AND BEARING. CREATES A
VERY FAVORABLE
IMPRESSION
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I. DUTIES— PAFSC DAFSC
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FACTORY KNOWL-





IS WELL SKILLED ON ALL

















LEMS TO HIS ATTENTION.


























































TIONS. AT TIMES UN-







































OCCUR ON HIS JOB.
n:HAS A KNACKFOR ARRIVING
AT THE RIGHT DECISION,













TING ALONG WITH HIS
ASSOCIATES.
I I GETS ALONG WITH






















































HIS WORK ARE CLEARLY
SUPERIOR.
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL
GRADE





WHICH THE OFFICER GRASPS INSTRUCTIONS, ABSTRACT IDEAS OR CONCEPTS




2. ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY THE degree to which the officer accepts responsibility for his own
OF HIS SUBORDINATES AND THE ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVES ASSIGNED TO
LOWEST 10% HIGHEST 10% LOWEST 10%
















n n n n n









OF THE OFFICER TO COMMUNICATE HIS IDEAS IN:
















4. BEARING AND BEHAVIOR
LOWEST
REPORTING OFFICIAL:
THE EXTENT TO WHICH HE
COURTESY, AND ENHANCES
10% HIGHEST 10%
MEETS STANDARDS OF BEARING, DRESS AND








WHICH HE DISPLAYS FLEXIBILITY
HIGHEST 10%





























IV REPORTING OFFICIAL V. INDORSING OFFICIAL
NAME-GRADE-ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND NAME- GRADE-ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND
DUTY TITLE DATE DUTY TITLE DATE
SIGNATURE SIGNATURE




SUMMARY RECORD - U. S. COAST GUARD
(Same Fitness Report utilized
by U. S. Navy.)

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
U. S. COAST GUARD
CGHQ-4JSS (7-63)
OFFICER SUMMARY RECORD • PART 1
(Fitness Report) P««»l ( )
1. NAMt (Laii, tint, middla> t. HRVICt NUMIU 1. DESIGNATOR 4. BOARD CODE NUMII
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21. SIGNATURE OF FIRST REVIEWER 22. SIGNATURE OF SECONO REVIEWER
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5. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND AND LOCATION 6 AERO RATING CODE 7 PERIOD OF REPORT
FROM TO
8 PERIOD OF SUPERVISION 9 REASON FOR REPORT
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IS WELL SKILLED ON ALL

















LEMS TO HIS ATTENTION.









TAKES ACTION TO SOLVE
PROBLEMS











































"I OFTEN WEAK IN
I 1 COMMAND SITUA-
TIONS. AT TIMES UN-








































OCCUR ON HIS JOB
HAS A KNACK
IFOR ARRIVING
AT THE RIGHT DECISION,
























































WORK DOES NOT ALWAYS
MEET JOB REQUIREMENTS.
-1 PERFORMANCE IS
I I BARELY ADEQUATE




HIS WORK ARE VERY
SATISFACTORY.














FERE SERIOUSLY WITH HIS
EFFECTIVENESS.
| CARELESS BEAR-
I I ING AND BEHAV-
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I IDENTIFICATION DATA (Read AFM 36-10 carefully before filling out any item.
I. LAST NAME— FIRST NAME— MIDDLE INITIAL 2 AFSN 3 ACTIVE D'UTY GRADE 4 PERMANENT GRADE
Hi. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND AND LOCATION 6 AERO RATING CODE 7 PERIOD OF REPORT
FROM: TO:
8. PERIOD OF SUPERVISION 9 REASON FOR REPORT
II. DUTIES—PAFSC DAFSC
















IS WELL SKILLED ON ALL

















LEMS TO HIS ATTENTION.






















































""I OFTEN WEAK IN
I I COMMAND SITUA-
TIONS. AT TIMES UN-






































i i ally sound,
logical thinker in
situations which
occur on his job.
~l HAS A KNACK
I IFOR ARRIVING
AT THE RIGHT DECISION,








































































HIS WORK ARE CLEARLY
SUPERIOR.
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MARGINAL BELOW AVERAGE EFFECTIVE AND COMPETENT
O




. DOES NOT DEMONSTRATE A CAPABILITY FOR PROMOTION AT THIS
TIME.
2. PERFORMING WELL IN PRESENT GRADE. SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
FOR PROMOTION ALONG WITH CONTEMPORARIES
I. DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITIES FOR INCREASED RESPONSIBILITY.
CONSIDER FOR ADVANCEMENT AHEAD OF CONTEMPORARIES.
4. OUTSTANDING GROWTH POTENTIAL BASED ON DEMONSTRATED
PERFORMANCE. PROMOTE WELL AHEAD OF CONTEMPORARIES
II. COMMENTS
^
III. REPORTING OFFICIAL Date of latest performance counseling




X. REVIEW BY INDORSING OFFICIAL
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IATEO OFFICERS NAME AND SERVICE NUMBER
PART IV - PERSONAL QUALITIES (Read paragraph 21d, AR 623-105) PART V - APPRAISAL OF QUALIFICATIONS
(Read paragraph 21e, AR 623-105)
LEGEND
DEGREE INADEQUATE MARGINAL BELOW AVERAGE AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE EXEMPLARY
NUMBER .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 DUTIES RATER INDORSER
RATER INDORSER
a. adaptability (Adjusta to new or changing situations & atresaea; bears up under pressure)
a. COMMAND A TACTICAL UNIT
b. COMD NON-TACTICAL UNIT






( ) ( )
c. appearance (Possesses military bearing and ia neat, smart, and well-groomed) INTEL.
( ) ( )
d- COOPERATION (Works in harmony with others aa a team member) OPERATIONS
( ) ( )
e. DEPENDABILITY (Consistently accomplishes desired actions with minimum supervision) LOGISTICS
( ) ( )
t. ENTHUSIASM (Motivates others by hia zeal) R&D
( ) ( )
g. EXPRESSION (Expresses himself clearly and concisely both orally and in writing) COMPT ( ) ( )
h. FORCE (Executes actions vigorously) «* SPECIAL STAFF
RATER (Specify)
i. INGENUITY (Finds solutions to problems regardleaa of obataclea)
i- INITIATIVE (Takea necesaary and appropriate action on hie own) INDORSER (Specify)
k. INTELLIGENCE (Acquirea knowledge and graape concepts readily)




">• LOYALTY ("Renders faithful and willing support to auperiora and subordinates)
n. moral COURAGE (Intellectual honesty, willingness to stand up and be counted) INDORSER (Specify)
o SELF-DISCIPLINE (Conducts himself in accordance with accepted atandarda)
p. SELF-IMPROVEMENT (Takes action to improve himself) ( WITH OTHER US FORCES
OR AGENCIESa. SOCIABILITY (Participatea freely and eaaity in aocial and community activities)
r STAMINA (Performs successfully under protracted physical and mental stress) g- WITH FOREIGN FORCES
OR GOVERNMENTSs. TACT (Says or does what ia appropriate without giving unnecessary offense)
t- UNDERSTANDING (Appreciation of another person's viewpoint) h. INSTRUCTOR
1 SCORE
• WITH RESERVE COMPONENTS
PART VI - OVERALL DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE AND ESTIMATED POTENTIAL (Read paragraphs 211 and 21g. AR 623105)






RATER VALUE INDORSER RATER VALUE INDORSER




* 90-95 ' • 9
SUPERIOR M 80 - 89 8
NtHHttim 70 - 79 7
EXCELLENT tttWtMfflttMMtiMfflt
60 - 69 6
mmmmtMMMHMM 50 - 59 5
EFFECTIVE MMiMM 40-49 4
tttt 30 - 39 3
MARGINAL M * 20 - 29 * 2
INADEQUATE t * 10 - 19 • 1
SCORE W^MMv.
PART VII - NUMERICAL VALUE
('lead paragraph 21h, AR 623-105)
(Scores to be entered by rater and indorser,
and verified by a personnel olticer)
PART VIII - AUTHENTICATION (Read paragraph 211, AR 623-105)
17. SIGNATURE OF RATER DATE
SCORES TYPED NAME, GRADE. BRANCH, SERVICE NUMBER, ORGANIZATION, AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT
PART IV
RATER INDORSER
PART VI (1) IB. SIGNATURE OF INDORSER DATE
PART VI (2)
TOTAL TYPED NAME, GRADE, BRANCH, SERVICE NUMBER, ORGANIZATION, AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT
COMPOSITE SCORE
i. REVIEWER (Read Section VI, AR 623-105) MY REVIEW [^] INDICATES NO FURTHER ACTION ^ RESULTS IN ACTION STATED OM CONTINUATION SHEET
GNATURE OF REVIEWER TYPED NAME, GRADE. BRANCH, SFRVICE NUMBER, ORGANIZATION, AND
DUTY ASSIGNMENT
DATE
THIS REPORT HAS INCLIdsures. (lnaert "0" it appropriate)
21. DATE ENTERED ON OA FORM 66 22. PERSONNEL OFFICER'S INITIALS
OlETt
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. DOES NOT DEMONSTRATE A CAPABILITY FOR PROMOTION AT THIS
TIME.
}. DEMONSTRATES CAPABILITY FOR INCREASED RESPONSIBILITY. CON-
SIDER FOR ADVANCEMENT AHEAD OF CONTEMPORARIES.
PERFORMING WELL IN PRESENT GRADE. SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
FOR PROMOTION ALONG WITH CONTEMPORARIES.
4. OUTSTANDING GROWTH POTENTIAL BASED ON DEMONSTRATED
PERFORMANCE. PROMOTE WELL AHEAD OF CONTEMPORARIES.
'II. COMMENTS
III. REPORTING OFFICIAL Date of latest performance counseling




K. REVIEW BY INDORSING OFFICIAL
-1
)
AME, GRADE, AFSN, AND ORGANIZATION DUTY TITLE SIGNATURE
AERO RATING jCODE DATE
OlfTl.
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1962 O - 646390
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I. IDENTIFICATION DATA (Read AFM 36- u .arefully before filling out any item.
LAST NAME— FIRST NAME—MIDDLE INITIAL
.
ORGANIZATION, COMMAND AND LOCATION
2 AFSN
6 AERO RATING CODE
8 PERIOD OF SUPERVISION
3 ACTIVE DUTY GRADE 4. PERMANENT GRADE
7. PERIOD OF REPORT
FROM: TO:
9. REASON FOR REPORT
DUTIES-PAFSC . DAFSC





SERIOUS GAPS IN HIS KNOWL-
EDGE OF FUNDAMENTALS OF
HIS JOB
SATISFACTORY KNOWLEDGE
OF ROUTINE PHASES OF HIS
JOB
WELL INFORMED ON MOST
PHASES OF HIS JOB.
EXCELLENT KNOWLEDGE OF
ALL PHASES OF HIS JOB
EXCEPTIONAL UNDERSTANDING







QUALITY OR QUANTITY OF





QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF
WORK ARE VERY SATISFACTORY
PRODUCES VERY HIGH QUAN-
TITY AND QUALITY OF WORK.
MEETS ALL SUS-
PENSES.
QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF
WORK ARE CLEARLY SUPERIOR
AND TIMELY.
l




INEFFECTIVE IN WORKING WITH
OTHERS. DOES NOT CO-
OPERATE.
SOMETIMES HAS DIFFICULTY IN
GETTING ALONG WITH
OTHERS.
GETS ALONG WELL WITH
PEOPLE UNDER NORMAL CIR-
CUMSTANCES.
WORKS IN HARMONY WITH










OFTEN WEAK. FAILS TO SHOW







STRATES INITIATIVE AND AC-
CEPTS RESPONSIBILITY.
DEMONSTRATES A HIGH DE-












DATIONS OFTEN WRONG OR
INEFFECTIVE.
JUDGEMENT IS USUALLY


















UNABLE TO PERFORM ADE-




DER STRESS OR IN OTHER THAN
ROUTINE SITUA-
TIONS.
PERFORMS WELL UNDER STRESS
OR IN UNUSUAL SITUATIONS.
PERFORMANCE EXCELLENT




UNDER EXTREME STRESS MEETS
THE CHALLENGE OF DIFFICULT
SITUATIONS.







USES RESOURCES IN A BARELY
SATISFACTORY MANNER.
PEHSONNEL
CONSERVES BY USING ROU-
TINE PROCEDURES.
EFFECTIVELY ACCOMPLISHES














FACTORILY ON ROUTINE MAT-
TERS.




V. MILITARY QUALITIES (Consider how this officer meets Air Force standards








BEARING OR BEHAVIOR INTER-
FERE SERIOUSLY WITH HIS
EFFECTIVENESS.
CARELESS BEARING AND BE-
HAVIOR DETRACT FROM HIS
EFFECTIVENESS.
BEARING AND BEHAVIOR CRE-
ATE A GOOD IMPRESSION.
ESPECIALLY GOOD BEHAVIOR
AND BEARING. CREATES A
VERY FAVORABLE
IMPRESSION
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FFICER FITNESS REPORT-U.S. MARINE CORPS
AVMC 10147-PD (REV. 6-63)
UPERSEDES 2-57 AND 4-61 EDITIONS WHICH WILL BE USED)
SECTION A
WBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Name, Grade, Service Mo., MOS's) EMBOSSED PLATE IMPRESSION (Organization)




!. PRIMARY MOS ADDITIONAL MOS's
I. OCCASION FOR THIS REPORT (Check appropriate box)
I
—
| OETACHMENT OF OFFICER REPORTED ON




REPORT OTHER (Explain below)
i. PERIOD COVERED: FROM (Day, month, year) TO (Day, month, fear) MONTHS
i. PERIODS OF NONAVAILABILITY (30 DAYS OR MORE) (Explain)
'. DUTY ASSIGNMENTS DURING PERIOD COVERED: A. REGULAR (Dates, descriptive title, and duty MOS)




>. AGE, RELATIONSHIP OF DEPENDENTS REQUIRING TRANSPORTATION
I. OFFICER'S PREFERENCE FOR NEXT ASSIGNMENT (1st choice)
(2nd choice) (3d choice)
5NATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON DATE
SECTION B (To be completed by repotting senior)
. NAME AND GRADE OF REPORTING SENIOR
US
1 2. DUTY ASSIGNMENT
I. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OFFICER'S NEXT DUTY ASSIGNMENT
I. DURING THE PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT- YES NO





(b) Has the work of this officer been reported adversely? I I
(c) Was this officer the subject of any disciplinary action
that should be included on his record?
If YES in (a), ( b ), or (c), and a report has NOT been sub-
mitted to the CMC, attach separate statement of nature and at-
tendant circumstances. If a report has been submitted to the
CMC, reference such report below:
. A. ENTRIES ON THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON (Check appropriate box)
DAILY CONTACT AND CLOSE OBSERVATION
OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
I
—I FREQUENT OBSERVATIONS ,—, INFREQUENT OBSERVATIONS
i I OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK | I OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
15. B. TO BE COMPLETED ON ORGANIZED RESERVE OFFICERS
ATTENDED. .OF. SCHEDULED DRILLS
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL
<3RADE:
II. PERSONAL QUALITIES COMPARE OFFICER ONLY WITH OTHERS OF THE SAME GRADE AND EXPERIENCE
1. LEARNING ABILITY
REPORTING OFFICIAL:
THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE OFFICER GRASPS INSTRUCTIONS, ABSTRACT IDEAS OR CONCEPTS
LOWEST 10% HIGHEST 10% LOWEST 10%
INDORSING OFFICIAL: Q






2. ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY the degree to which the officer accepts responsibility for his own actions, those
OF HIS SUBORDINATES AND THE ORGANIZATIONAL OBJECTIVES ASSIGNED TO HIM.
LOWEST 10% HIGHEST 10% LOWEST 10% HIGHEST 10%
REPORT.NG OFFICIAL: D D D D D D D INDORSING OFF.CIAL: D D D D D D
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OF THE OFFICER TO COMMUNICATE HIS IDEAS IN:
(W) AND 2. SPEECH (S)
LOWEST 10%
IW) INDORSING OFFICIAL:










i4. BEARING AND BEHAVIOR
LOWEST
REPORTING OFFICIAL:




MEETS STANDARDS OF BEARING, DRESS AND











WHICH HE DISPLAYS FLEXIBILITY
HIGHEST 10%
D D
AND INGENUITY IN ACCOMPLISHING HIS DUTIES.
LOWEST 10% HIGHEST
INDORSING OFFICIAL: D D D D D D fl D
10%
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IV. REPORTING OFFICIAL V. INDORSING OFFICIAL
NAME-GRADE-ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND NAME-GRADE-ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND
DUTY TITLE DATE DUTY TITLE DATE
SIGNATURE SIGNATURE
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